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Abstract

Coherent state transfer between atoms and photons can be achieved by en-

abling “strong coupling” of cavity QED, thereby creating a quantum node.

High cooperativity, high cavity transmission and fast response of the cavity

are essential for practical implementation of such quantum nodes. In this

thesis, the development of an optical nanofiber cavity which enables “strong

coupling” regime of the cavity QED with high cooperativity and high cavity

transmission with fast cavity response is presented.

Optical nanofibers (ONF), optical fibers with subwavelength diameter,

can realize strong transverse confinement. As a result, integrating cavity

structures to ONF with moderate longitudinal confinement (finesse) is suf-

ficient to achieve strong interaction between the guided mode photons and

the atoms in the evanescent field of the nanofiber.

We estimated the length of the cavity to achieve “strong coupling” con-

dition based on the achievable transverse and longitudinal confinement for

an optical nanofiber cavity. We realized optical nanofiber cavity which can

realize "strong coupling" by fabricating two photonic crystal (PhC) nanofiber

structures on the waist of an ONF separated by the estimated length, named

as PhC nanofiber cavity.

Realization of the PhC nanofiber cavity requires ONFs with high optical

transmission and high uniformity in its waist diameter with length of the

uniform waist more than 15 mm. We designed and fabricated such ONFs

by adiabatic tapering of optical fibers using a heat and pull method. We

developed a linearly increasing heat zone method to achieve ONFs with long
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waist.

We developed a new method to measure the uniformity in ONF waist di-

ameter, in situ and non-destructively. A key point of the method is to mount

an external grating with a central defect on the ONF so that the ONF/grating

composite system forms a cavity. The resultant cavity resonance depends on

the ONF diameter. We inferred the diameter information by measuring the

resultant cavity resonance.

Moreover, fabrication of PhC nanofiber structures with high reflectivity

and low scattering loss is a technical challenge. We realize the PhC nanofiber

structures by inscribing a series of nano-craters on the uniform waist region

of an ONF. We used a femto-second pulsed laser ablation technique, com-

bined with a Talbot interferometer, for the fabrication. In this thesis, the fab-

rication method is described to realize the structures on the ONF with high

reflectivity and low scattering loss, reproducibly.

The cavity QED characteristics of PhC nanofiber cavities realized by fab-

ricating two PhC structures on the waist of the ONF are discussed in this

thesis. The feasibility of the modes of the fabricated PhC nanofiber cavities

to realize "strong coupling" between photons and atoms is discussed.

Creation of nano-craters on an ONF leads to an asymmetry in polariza-

tion properties for ONFs, inducing two sets of polarization eigenmodes for

PhC nanofiber cavities. We experimentally observed Fano-like, EIT-like line

shapes and avoided crossing between polarization eigenmodes. We verify

that such resonant photonic effects arises due to the coherent interaction of

polarization eigenmodes using a multiple-mode interference model.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Quantum Nanophotonics : Light and Matter

Interactions on the Nanoscale

In recent years, quantum technologies such as quantum metrology [1], quan-

tum control, quantum simulation [2, 3], quantum communication [4] and

quantum computing [5] has gained an immense interest in scientific com-

munity. In the context of quantum communication and quantum information

technology, a quantum network [4] consisting of quantum interfaces or quan-

tum nodes interconnected by quantum channels has been proposed. The

information can be encrypted to the quantum states which are generated,

manipulated, stored and detected in quantum nodes. The quantum channels

distribute this quantum states over the network via quantum entanglement.

In the context of generation, coherent manipulation and detection of quan-

tum states, investigations are being carried out on developing potential quan-

tum devices which can act as quantum nodes [4, 6] in a quantum network.

The physical systems such as cavity quantum electro-dynamic (cQED) sys-

tems [4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11], superconducting circuits [12, 13], spintronics systems

[14, 15], molecular systems [16, 17], solid state quantum systems [18] and

other quantum optical systems have been investigated as potential quantum
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nodes. Optical systems show promising prospects for the realization of quan-

tum communication where, realization of quantum network can be achieved

by using photons as the information carriers and matter being the quantum

nodes. Efforts are being carried out to reach the ideal limit of miniaturiza-

tion by using single photons as the quantum information carriers and single

atoms as quantum nodes. In such a scenario, achieving strong interaction

between single photon and single atom has become an essential task to be

realized. The small interaction cross section of atoms and photons makes it

a difficult to achieve strong interaction between them. Strong atom-photon

interaction can be achieved by modifying the mode density of the electro-

magnetic field, thereby forcing the atom to interact with a specific mode i.e.

maximizing the overlap of photonic mode and atomic cross section.

Modifying the mode density of electromagnetic field can be achieved by

exploiting the transverse confinement of light realized by subwavelength

structures. Recent technological advances in the nano-fabrication techniques

have facilitated the implementation of subwavelength structures such as sub-

wavelength waveguides to achieve the goal of strong transverse confine-

ment. In this context, subwavelength structures like nano-wires [19], etc

have been developed. This has opened promising prospects in applications

like sensing, metrology and light manipulation in nanostructures, there by

developing a field of nanophotonics.

Interfacing quantum emitters such as natural and artificial atoms, to the

nanophotonic structures may lead to realization of quantum interfaces or

quantum nodes. Mode confinement realized by the nano-structures to the

subwavelength area, combined with the quantum nature of emitters, show

promising prospects for photonic quantum technologies [20]. In this con-

text, nanophotonic structures such as whispering gallery mode resonators

[21, 22, 23, 24, 25], photonic crystal waveguides and cavities [26, 27], have

been developed.
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1.2 Optical Nanofibers (ONFs) for Quantum

Nanophotonics

The main technical challenge for subwavelength structure based devices is

the in and out coupling of light from such devices to the conventional opti-

cal fiber based networks. An in-situ solution to this challenge is achieved by

tapering an optical fiber in a controlled way to realize a subwavelength sec-

tion sand-witched between two commercial optical fibers [28, 29] and such

tapered optical fibers with subwavelength waist region is known as optical

nanofibers (ONFs). The light is confined to the subwavelength regions in

ONFs. The extremely high intensity achieved by ONFs has lead to promis-

ing prospects in non-linear physics and particle trapping. In ONFs, a signif-

icant fraction of the guided mode stays outside the fiber, there by realizing

interaction of the fiber guided mode to the surrounding media. This prop-

erty of the ONFs has been exploited to develop new prospects in the fields of

bio-sensing, nano-sensing, etc.

ONFs have created a robust fiber-in-line platform for investigating light-

matter interactions on the nanoscale [30, 31, 32, 33, 34]. Following the demon-

stration of ONF technology, theoretical aspects of using ONFs as quantum

interface have been studied. Interfacing single atom with ONFs has been the-

oretically investigated [35, 36] and efficient interaction between single atoms

in the vicinity of ONFs and ONF guided mode has been experimentally

demonstrated [37, 38, 39]. Efficient channeling of single atom fluorescence

to the fiber guided mode has been demonstrated [37, 38]. Trapping atoms

using ONF guided modes has also been demonstrated to realize dense op-

tical systems [40, 41, 42]. Quantum non-linear effects of such an atom-ONF

interface has been probed leading to demonstration of photon storage and

electro-magnetically induced transparency (EIT) [43, 44].

Along with the atom-ONF interface, artificial atoms such as solid state
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quantum emitters such as quantum-dots (QDs) [45, 46], carbon nano-tubes

[17], nano-diamonds [47, 48], molecules [49] has also been interfaced with

ONFs and channeling efficiency of flurouscence photons from quantum dots

has been measured experimentally realizing the theoretical limit [50]. Re-

cently, chiral interactions have been demonstrated in the presence of nanofibers

[51] In general, ONFs have shown its potential to operate in high power

conditions [52], ultra high vacuum conditions and cryogenic temperatures

[53]. Tapered optical fibers have also been used to launch light into the

micro/nano photonic structures. ONFs have opened new possibilities in

the field of quantum optics, nanophotonics [30, 31] and quantum photonics

[33, 34].

1.3 ONF based Cavities for Enhancing Light-Matter

Interaction

Along with the transverse confinement, longitudinal confinement achieved

by an optical cavity has also been studied thoroughly for realizing strong

light-matter interactions. An optical cavity formed by reflecting structures

or by other means modify the density of preferred electromagnetic modes,

thereby realizing strong interaction in a cQED system. Cavity QED may en-

able to isolate and control all the degrees of freedom of the quantum system.

Control and manipulation of spontaneous emission and generation of non-

classical states of light are two of the many achievements of cQED, which

are not feasible using any classical means. High finesse requirement in the

conventional mirror cavity for realizing strong interaction remains a techni-

cal challenge. As a result, along with the conventional mirror cQED, efforts

has been made to achieve the maximal confinement by combining the trans-

verse confinement of nanostructures and longitudinal confinement of cavity.
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Micro cavities such as photonic crystal cavities and whispering gallery mode

(WGM) cavities has been investigated in this context. New prospects of co-

herent quantum state transfer between stationary (atomic) qbits and flying

(photonic) qbits using such micro cavities has been demonstrated.

In recent years, efforts has been carried out for integrating cavity struc-

tures directly to the ONF. In the context of quantum networks, such ONF

based cavities offer a flexible alternative platform [54]. Integrating cavity

structure to the ONFs is realized either by using the ring resonator scheme

[55, 56] or combining fiber Bragg grating structures [57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62].

ONF ring resonators have been demonstrated. ONF cavities realized by

splicing two conventional single mode fiber Bragg gratings to the tapered

fiber [57] has been studied. Though the presence of tapered section induce

limits on the achievable finesse, experiments on interfacing atoms with such

cavities are demonstrated [57, 58]. Coherent coupling between single trapped

Cs-atom and cavity guided photons has been demonstrated [58] using such

cavity.

In an alternative approach, fabricating Bragg reflectors directly on the

ONF section itself, there by removing the presence of tapering region in-

side the cavity, has been developed. This is known as photonic crystal (PhC)

nanofiber cavity. Inscribing FBG structures using focused ion beam (FIB)

milling techniques, to create a periodic refractive index modulation has been

demonstrated [59, 60] and feasibility in realizing strong light-matter interac-

tion has been investigated. A composite technique to create periodic index

modulation on the ONF by mounting it on a nano fabricated external grating

[61, 62] has been implemented and demonstrated Purcell enhancement in a

QD - composite cavity scheme.

Optical nanofibers (ONF) can realize strong transverse confinement. As

a result, integrating cavity structures to ONF with moderate longitudinal

confinement (finesse) is sufficient to achieve high cooperativity. Moderate
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finesse of a cavity leads to reducing the effect of the scattering loss of the cav-

ity, thereby increasing the cavity transmission. The key advantage of the PhC

nanofiber cavities is the freedom to independently tune the transverse and

longitudinal confinement. As a result, the cQED parameters of such cavities

can be controlled and manipulated according to the various experimental re-

quirements. Such a cavity can be formed by fabricating two FBG structures

on the waist of an ONF separated by a length. The development of such

nanofiber cavities is presented in this thesis and mainly discusses about the

cQED prospects of it. Moreover, the polarization properties of such cavities,

leading to resonant photonic effects, were also investigated. The following

section gives an overview of the thesis.

1.4 Thesis Overview

Development of a nanofiber cavity which enables “strong coupling” regime

of the cavity QED is presented in this thesis, there by making a step closer

towards the realization of quantum nodes. High cooperativity, high cavity

transmission and fast response of the cavity are essential for practical imple-

mentation of such quantum nodes. The development of such cavities may

also have impact on the realization of fiber in-line single photon source which

also requires high cooperativity, high cavity transmission and fast cavity re-

sponse.

Realization of nanofiber cavity requires ONFs with high optical transmis-

sion and high uniformity in its waist diameter with desired length of the

waist. Chapter 2 presents the details about the design, fabrication and char-

acterization such ONFs. Details of the guided modes of the ONFs and adia-

batic tapering of the fiber is presented. A description of the nanofiber pulling

rig and the estimation of pulling parameters for the fabrication using adia-

batic criteria is also discussed. Repeatability of the fabrication process is also
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discussed mainly focusing on the final transmission and diameter. The bire-

fringence arising due to the asymmetric profile of the ONF cross section is

also discussed.

Uniformity in waist diameter is important in realizing PhC nanofiber cav-

ities. In chapter 3, development of an in-situ diameter measurement method

is presented. A key point of the method is to mount an external grating with a

central defect on the ONF so that the ONF/grating composite system forms

a cavity. By measuring the resultant cavity resonance, the diameter infor-

mation was inferred, in-situ, non-destructively and precisely. Estimation of

grating parameters for the diameter measurement is presented. Experimen-

tal set up and observations are presented. Using this method, the uniformity

in the waist diameter of ONF was estimated.

Moreover, fabrication of FBG structures with high reflectivity and low

scattering loss is a technical challenge. FBG structures were formed by in-

scribing a series of nano-craters on the uniform waist region of an ONF,

named as PhC nanofiber. Femto-second pulsed laser ablation technique,

combined with a Talbot interferometer, was used for the fabrication. The

PhC nanofiber fabrication technique is described in chapter 4. A detailed

discussion on the Talbot interferometer used for the fabrication is presented.

Estimation of phase mask parameters used for realizing Talbot interferometer

is given. A detailed description of the experimental set up can also be found

in this section. The alignment of the fabrication system is very crucial in re-

alizing the low loss PhC structures. A step by step alignment procedure for

the experimental system is given. Fabrication and characterization of PhC

nanofiber structures are also presented. The following section presents the

experimental results and discusses about it. The birefringence properties

of the PhC nanofiber are presented. Tunability of such PhC nanofibers are

given.

A nanofiber cavity was formed by creating two FBG (PhC nanofiber)
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structures on the uniform waist of the ONF. Chapter 5 focuses on the cQED

aspects of such nanofiber based cavity. Design of the PhC nanofiber cavi-

ties which enables "strong coupling" regime of cQED is discussed, consid-

ering a single Cesium atom trapped 200 nm away from the ONF surface.

The following sections describe about centi-meter long PhC nanofiber cavity

and discusses its potential for realizing cQED experiments. Experimentally

observed results are presented and discusses about the feasibility of using

such nanofiber cavities for "strong coupling" as well as "Purcell" regime of

the cQED.

The PhC nanofiber structures have polarization dependent reflection prop-

erties, so do the PhC nanofiber cavities. The polarization properties of the

PhC nanofiber cavities are presented in chapter 6. Formation of two sets of

polarization eigenmodes are explained. This chapter focuses on the interac-

tion between the polarization eigenmodes of the nanofiber cavity. In section

2, development of a multiple-mode interference theory to understand the

coherent coupling between the polarization eigen modes, is presented. Ex-

perimental observations Fano-type resonances, EIT and avoided crossing of

the cavity modes due to the coherent interaction between the polarization

modes are presented in the following section along with analysis using the

multiple mode interference model. The next section explains about the phys-

ical mechanism behind the interference of the polarization eigen modes and

shows that birefringence of the PhC nanofiber along with that of nanofiber

leads to such interference via intra-cavity polarization mixing. The last sec-

tion present a discussion on the observed results.

The results of the thesis show promising prospects in the realization of

fiber in-line quantum interface between quantum emitters and photons, lead-

ing to realization of quantum nodes. The on-going efforts towards realizing a

quantum interface using quantum emitters and PhC nanofiber cavity is pre-

sented, as the outlook of this thesis. Efforts towards interfacing neutral atom
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to the PhC nanofiber cavity is discussed. Formation of a nano-trap near the

PhC nanofiber surface is described. Simulation results are presented for such

nano trap. Efforts to realize the PhC nanofiber cavities to integrate such a

nano trap using a notch nanofiber is presented. This chapter also presents,

the efforts towards interfacing quantum dots with such PhC nanofiber cavi-

ties.
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Chapter 2

Optical Nanofibers (ONFs):

Design, Fabrication and

Characterization.

2.1 Introduction

Tapered optical fibers with subwavelength waist diameter, optical nanofibers

(ONF), has been a workbench for quantum optical as well as sensing exper-

iments. Recent developments in the fabrication techniques have enabled us

to produce ultra high transmission ONFs. In a tapered optical fiber, the fiber

guided mode is adiabatically transferred to the subwavelength, (nanofiber)

region without any significant loss. As a result, light fields can be confined

to subwavelength regions of the order of ∼ λ2, where λ is the wavelength

of the light. Moreover, the confinement can be kept over the desired length

of the nanofiber region. The field distribution of the guided mode at the

nanofiber region is modified and an significant portion of the guided mode

travels outside the nanofiber, penetrating into the surrounding media. The

presence of the field outside nanofiber, in the evanescent region makes ONFs

as promising tool for biochemical sensing applications. ONF is an excellent

tool for interfacing light with surrounding medium due to its confinement
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properties and longer interaction length.

2.2 Field Distribution in ONFs

In a commercial optical fibers, light is guided in core which is surrounded

by a cladding. Both the core and the cladding materials are silica with a

typical refractive index difference of ∼ 0.001. So the commercial fibers are

’weakly guiding’ waveguides. In the case of an ONF, the light is guided in

the cladding material of the original fiber, where the core is almost null. So

a step index refractive index profile in the radial direction is formed with a

silica-air refractive index step of ∼ 0.45. In this ’strongly guiding’ regime, a

full vector mode model has to be considered to find the exact solutions. A

detailed formalism can be found in Refs.[63, 64, 65, 66]

A step index fiber is considered with n1 being the core refractive index

and n2 being the cladding refractive index which is air or vacuum. The ra-

dius of the fiber is given as a. A light with wavelength, λ, is propagating

inside the fiber with a fiber propagation constant, β. The parameters h and q

characterize the field inside (r � a ) and out side (r � a ) the fiber respec-

tively and are defined as

h =
√

n2
1k2

0 − β2 (2.1)

q =
√

β2 − n2
2k2

0 (2.2)

where k0 = 2π/λ free space propagation constant.

A normalized frequency parameter, V is defined as

V =
2π

λ
a
√

n2
1 − n2

2 (2.3)

The fiber supports HE (EH), TE, TM family of modes. The propagation con-

stant, β, values are estimated for various family of modes and its harmonics
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Figure 2.1: (a)Effective index (ne f f ) is plotted with V-parameter for modes
(HE, TEandTM) as indicated in the legend.(b),(c),(d) and (e) Shows the distribution
of Ix, Iy, Iz and I = Ix + Iy + Iz for D = 400 nm, λ = 850 nm, respectively (f) shows the
total intensity distribution plotted in 3D plot. An ONF as gray cylinder is illustrated
for ease.
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and a plot of the effective refractive index, ne f f = β/k0 versus V are shown

in Fig.2.1(a). It should be noted that, all other modes except HE11 have a

cut-off in V-value, below which the mode is not supported in the fiber. In

the case of HE11 mode, there is no cut-off exists in V-value. Below a cut-off

of V = 2.405, only the fundamental mode, HE11 exists in a fiber, realizing

a single mode operating condition. A tight confinement and well defined

phase requirement of many applications needs the single mode operation of

the fiber.

A quasi-linear solution for the electric fields for the fundamental HE11

mode is given as,

for r< a

Ex = iA
β

2h
[(1− s)J0(hr)cos(φ0)− (1 + s)J2(hr)cos(2φ− φ0)], (2.4)

Ey = iA
β

2h
[(1− s)J0(hr)sin(φ0)− (1 + s)J2(hr)sin(2φ− φ0)], (2.5)

Ez = AJ1(hr)cos(φ− φ0) (2.6)

for r> a

Ex = iA
β

2q
J1(ha)
K1(qa)

[(1− s)K0(qr)cos(φ0) + (1 + s)K2(qr)cos(2φ− φ0)], (2.7)

Ey = iA
β

2q
J1(ha)
K1(qa)

[(1− s)K0(qr)sin(φ0) + (1 + s)K2(hr)sin(2φ− φ0)] (2.8)

Ez = A
J1(ha)
K1(qa)

K1(hr)cos(φ− φ0) (2.9)

Jl, Kl are the lth order Bessel functions and modified Bessel functions of

the second kind respectively. The parameter s is given as below.

s = [(qa)−1 + (ha)−1][
J′1(ha)

haJ1(ha)
+

K′1(qa)
qaK1(qa)

]. (2.10)
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The field distributions for a nanofiber with diameter of D = 400 nm and

for the light wavelength of λ = 850 nm is shown in 2.1(b-f).The polariza-

tion properties of the fundamental HE11 mode is not straight forward. The

linearly polarized modes in a weakly guiding commercial fiber is adiabati-

cally transferred into a strongly guiding subwavelength fiber resulting in a

complex polarization profile of the field. The discontinuity experienced by

the field at the boundaries of the nanofiber, leads to presence of electric field

components in all three directions. The main polarization component of the

electric field parallel to the x-axis. Figure 2.1(b), (c), (d) shows the distribu-

tion of the intensity, Ix = |Ex|2, Iy = |Ey|2, Iz = |Ez|2, respectively. The total

intensity is shown in Fig. 2.1(e). It is evident from the plot that a significant

amount of the field is outside the nanofiber region, in the evanescent region.

Figure 2.1(f) shows the total intensity distribution plotted in 3D plot. An

ONF is illustrated as gray cylinder.

2.3 Adiabatic Criteria for Tapering Optical Fibers

ONFs are experimentally realized by adiabatically tapering commercially

available optical fibers [67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73]. The fundamental mode

of an optical fiber is coupled to the mode of the nanofiber without any con-

siderable loss. As discussed in the previous section, when the diameter and

wavelength satisfy single mode condition for nanofiber, no modes other than

fundamental mode can propagate in the nanofiber section. As a result any

power in the modes other than fundamental modes will be a lost. There-

fore for achieving a higher transmission, one has ensures all the power is in

the fundamental mode along the tapering region and doesn’t couple to any

higher order modes via taper induced coupling[71]. This criteria is known

as adiabatic criteria or adiabatic tapering condition. So this criteria puts a

limit on the tapering angle and depends on the effective refractive index of
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the fundamental mode and of the next higher order mode. The adiabatic

tapering condition is given as

| dr
dz
|= r

2π
[β1(z)− β2(z)], (2.11)

where dr
dz and r are the taper angle and radius at specific point. β1(z) and

β2(z) are the propagation constants of the fundamental mode and the next

higher order mode with same symmetry, respectively. In the case of a cylin-

drically symmetric fiber, modes with same angular momentum or symmetry

couples each other. As a result, in single mode fiber, the fundamental mode

which is HE11 only couples to the HE12 mode due to the tapering. There ex-

ists a diameter named as core mode cut-off diameter, above which the light is

mainly guided in the HE11 mode of the core. Below core mode cut off diam-

eter, the core is almost vanishing and the light is mainly guided in the HE11

mode of the cladding. In the case, when the diameter is greater than core

mode cut-off diameter, the next higher mode with same symmetry is HE11

of the cladding. So, the tapering angle is calculated using β1(z) and β2(z)

correspond to the HE11 mode of the core and cladding respectively. The esti-

mated core guidance for a fiber with core to cladding ratio, 9.5:125 is shown

in Fig. 2.2(a) as blue dashed line. The fiber parameter used for the calculation

is n2 = 1.455, n1 = 1.45 and n0 = 1. For fiber with diameter less than core

mode cut-off diameter, the next higher mode with same symmetry is HE12

mode of the cladding. In this case, β1(z) and β2(z) corresponds to the HE11

and HE12 modes of the cladding. The cladding guidance curve estimated is

shown in 2.2(a) as red dashed lines. The cyan trace in the Fig.2.2(a) shows the

delineation curve, which gives the combined maximum limit of the tapering

angle for low loss tapering. From the core guidance and cladding guidance

curve, the estimated core mode cut off diameter is ∼ 34 µm
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Figure 2.2: (a) Blue and red dashed lines show the core guidance and cladding guid-
ance, respectively. Cyan trace shows the delineation curve. Fiber parameters are
given in the text. (b) Shows the schematic diagram of the fiber pulling rig. Red
dashed box shows flame unit. Black dashed polygon shows the transmission mea-
surement unit with stage system shown in cyan box. Yellow polygon shows the con-
trol unit. ONF-PT1 : Fiber pulling rig controller, MFC : Mass Flow Controller, LD :
Laser Diode, PCI : Peripheral Component Interconnect, PC : Personal Computer.
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2.4 ONF Fabrication by Tapering Optical Fibers

Heat and pull technique is the most commonly used way for producing

ONFs. In this technique, a section of standard commercial fiber is heated

and stretched in a designed way. Heating of the fiber section is realized by

different methods such as flame brushing [72], CO2 laser heating [74, 75], ce-

ramic micro heaters [76], etc. Each method has its own advantage and disad-

vantage. A flame brushing technique is preferred to produce tapered optical

fibers due to its versatility in taper design.

2.4.1 ONF Pulling Rig

The ONF pulling rig (ONFPR) system used similar to the one described in

Ref.[72]. The pulling rig consists of mainly 4 parts. (i) stage system, (ii) flame

unit, (iii) control unit, and (iv) transmission measurement unit.

Stage System

A method in which the flame is stationary and the fiber section oscillates in-

side the flame is used. The speed and amplitude of the oscillation can be

controlled to manipulate the taper shape. Stage system consists of three in-

dependently controlled stages. Two of the stages are used to hold the fiber

and brush it through the flame while stretching. Two pairs of magnetic fiber

clamb is used to hold the fiber in place. Groves of ∼ 100µm is made on the

holding stages , so that fiber position is kept the same for each fabrication.

The flame is attached to the third stage to control the flame to fiber distance.
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Flame Unit

An oxy-hydrogen flame is used in ONFPR. The flame system consists of hy-

drogen and oxygen source, two mass flow controllers, and a nozzle. A me-

chanical shutter is used before the nozzle for safety along with a particle

filter. Hydrogen and oxygen sources are commercially available cylinders

with standard safety precautions. Both gases are then taken to mass flow

controller via clean tube with an pressure of 0.2MPa which is decided by

the optimum working pressure for the mass-flow controllers. Two mass flow

controllers are used separately for hydrogen and oxygen before combining

them into one tube. The ratio between hydrogen and oxygen is decided by

the input voltage to the mass flow controller. The combined gas is then flown

to a nozzle (single hole or multi hole) via a emergency valve for safety and a

filter. The flame is ignited manually using a butane torch.

Control Unit

Control unit consists of stage control system and a computer. Motions of the

stages are controlled by a software made using visual basic. The command

is passed to the stage control unit, which converts the appropriate signal re-

quired for moving the stages as desired.

Transmission Measurement Unit

The transmission unit consists of a laser with wavelength 850 nm , two de-

tectors (ThorLabs) and a data recorder (PicoLogger). The light from the laser

is split into two using a fiber-in-line beam splitter and one of the line goes di-

rectly to the first detector which is used as reference. The second line goes to

the other detector via the section of the fiber from which the nanofiber is sup-

posed to be drawn. Both of the detector output signals were integrated using

an RC integrator whose time constant is ∼ 1sec. The Recorded reference and
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transmission signals were analyzed to find the transmission profile during

the nanofiber pulling process. The resolution of the transmission measure-

ment set up was estimated to be 0.05%.

2.4.2 Design of the Nanofiber Pulling Parameters

Tapered optical fibers with subwavelength waist region were designed for

various experimental requirements. The diameter profile was designed in

such a way that the adiabatic condition is satisfied along the taper. The scan

length(L) of the flame and the stretching distance (z) decides the radius after

the pulling process. The final radius is given by

r(z) = r0e−z/L (2.12)

where the r0 is the initial diameter of the fiber used to fabricate the ONF. In

this case, the uniform waist length of the ONF is equal to the L. The scan

length and stretching distance are decided by the four input parameters of

the pulling rig which are (i) swing width (SW), (ii) swing speed (SS), (iii)

stretching speed (StS), (iv) stretching distance (StD). A multi-step process is

used to fabricate the ONFs, which helps in reducing the total taper length.

Depending on the requirement for the length of uniform waist region, two

kinds of parameter sets were optimized. For fabricating nanofibers with uni-

form waist of 2-3 mm, a 4 or 5 step process was used. In the case of long

waist nanofibers with waist length of 12-15 mm, a linearly increasing hot

zone technique was used. As a result, the number of steps can be as high as

37. In the sections 2.5 and 2.6, a detailed discussion of two types of nanofibers

are presented.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.3: (a) and (b) show two typical SEM images of the nanofiber.

2.4.3 Characterization Using Scanning Electron Microscope.

The diameter of the ONFs were measured using SEM (Keyence VE-9800).

After the fabrication, the tapered fibers including the waist region were care-

fully mounted on to the top flat surface of a metal plate. The two ends were

fixed onto the metal plate using UV curable glue. The metal plate along with

the nanofiber was coated with platinum using an evaporative metal coater.

This helps in reducing the charging up effect of the nanofiber due to the elec-

tron beam of the SEM. The metal plate was then placed in the vacuum cham-

ber of the SEM to observe the nanofiber. The nanofiber images were taken

in high resolution of ∼ 2− 5 nm per pixel (Typically, an area size of 3 µm

x 2.3 µm) with equal steps along the length of the fiber. These images were

analysed to get the diameter of the nanofiber. Two typical SEM images of

nanofiber with diameter 520 nm and 700 nm are shown in Fig. 2.3(a) and (b).

2.5 ONFs with Short Waist Length

Table 2.1: Typical parameters for producing ONFs with short waist length

No SW (mm) SS (mm/sec) StS (mm/sec) StD (mm)
1 3 3.5 3 0
2 3 3.5 0.35 4.8
3 8 6.4 0.24 24.6
4 2 2.26 0.34 41.4448
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Figure 2.4: (a) Cyan trace shows the delineation angle. Black trace shows the sim-
ulated guidance angle derived from pulling parameters for producing ONFs with
short waist length. (b) Pink trace shows the transmission measured while fabrica-
tion. (c) Blue dots shows the measured diameter profile of ONF using SEM. Error
bars are the statistical error in one image of SEM with length of 3 um. The inset
shows the histogram of diameter measured in the waist region. The red trace in the
inset shows the normal distribution corresponding to the histogram
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A short waist nanofiber with uniform waist length of 2 mm was fabricated

using a 4 step process. The parameters are given in Table 2.1. In the first step,

the flame brushes on the fiber with a 3 mm swing width, but no stretching

was done. From the second step on wards, the fiber was stretched while

the flame brushes on the fiber with the corresponding swing width. The

stretching distance per one full swing of the flame (SW x StS/SS) was kept

∼ 0.6 mm in all steps. A total stretching length of 41.45 mm was used to

realize a minimum diameter of 420 nm. The simulated taper curve is shown

in Fig. 2.4(a) as black trace. The delineation curve is shown as green traces

for reference. It should be noted that the simulated taper curve is well below

the delineation curve which guarantee transfer of the fiber guided mode to

the nanofiber guided mode with negligible or no loss.

The transmission of the fiber taper, measured while the fabrication pro-

cess, is shown in Fig. 2.4(b). The fabrication process starts around 100 sec

mark on the time axis. The initial drop corresponds to the loss of the light

coupled to the multi mode while coupling light into the one end of the fiber.

The total transmission after the fabrication was estimated to be sim 99 %,

which includes the loss of light coupled to the multi mode of the fiber. The

single mode transmission was estimated to be ∼ 96.5%. The repeatability of

the nanofibers with such transmission is presented in section 2.7

The fabricated nanofiber was measured in SEM following the procedure

described in section 2.4.3. Figure 2.4(c) shows the measured diameter of the

ONF using SEM as blue dots. Each data points corresponds to the average

of the measured diameters of ONF over a length of ∼ 3 µm. The standard

deviation of the measured data points over ∼ 3 µm is shown as the error

bars to the data points. The diameters are measured over a 4 mm length of

the tapered fiber including the waist region in steps of ∼ 100 µm. It is clear

from the plot that the fabricated tapered optical fiber has a uniform waist of

∼ 2 mm in length. Inset of the Fig.2.4(c) shows the histogram of nanofiber
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diameter over the 2 mm waist region. The waist diameter has an average

value of 422 nm with a standard deviation of 5 nm.

The diameter of the waist region or the minimum diameter can be ad-

justed by changing the pulling length in the 4th step of fabrication process.

For the diameter range of 400 nm, increasing ∼ 0.3 mm pulling length cor-

responds to a decrease in nanofiber diameter by ∼ 30 nm. The length of the

uniform waist region, determined by the swing width in the last step. As the

last step swing width increases, the chances of the fiber getting pushed out of

the flame due to the force exerted by the gas flow, is higher and uniformity of

the waist region gets affected, creating a higher diameter bulge in the centre

of the waist. The push out effect of the gas flow is more significant when

the fiber gets sub micron size. Even though, nanofibers with 5-6 mm waist

length can be produced using this method with high uniformity. Therefore,

ONFs with long waist were fabricated using a 37 step procedure.

2.6 ONFs with Long Waist Length

Table 2.2: Pulling Parameters for the ONFs with long waist length

No SW (mm) SS (mm/sec) StS (mm/sec) StD (mm)
1 5 3.2 2 0
2 5 3.2 0.1920 4.8
3 6 6.4 0.32 41.1
4 2 3.1529 0.4729 41.7
5 2.1892 3.1378 0.4300 42.3
– – — — —-

37 17.4290 6.3906 0.1100 61.500

As discussed in the previous section, as the uniform waist region gets

longer, the uniformity of the waist region gets affected. To over come this

problem and create a uniform waist nanofiber with waist length more than 15

mm, we used a linearly increasing hot zone technique. This help in keeping

the nano/micro fiber tensed even the fiber gets sub micron in size and reduce
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Figure 2.5: (a) Cyan trace shows the delineation angle. Black trace shows the simu-
lated taper angle from pulling parameters for producing long waist length. (b) Pink
trace shows the transmission measured during the fabrication. (c) Blue dots show
the measured diameter profile of ONF using SEM. Error bars represent the statistical
error in one image of SEM with length of 3 um. The inset shows the histogram of
diameter measured in the waist region. The red trace in the inset shows the normal
distribution corresponding to the histogram.
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the push out effect of the flow. The parameters used for fabricating long waist

ONFs with ∼ 15 mm uniform waist is shown in table 2.2. The parameters

used was similar to the short waist ONFs till the third step of the process.

From fourth step on wards the swing width was increased in steps of ∼ 0.47

mm per one full swing of the flame. The stretching distance per one full

swing of the flame was kept constant with a value of 0.6 mm and the other

parameters were adjusted accordingly.

The simulated taper angle for the parameters given in table 2.2 are shown

in Fig. 2.5(a)( black traces). The delineation curve is also shown as cyan

trace for reference. The taper angle for the shown parameters are well below

the delineation curve. The transmission of the fiber taper measured during

the fabrication process is shown in Fig.2.5(b). The total transmission was

estimated to be 99.35 % and single mode transmission was estimated to be

99.71 %. The diameter of the long waist ONF was measured using a SEM and

shown as blue dots in Fig.2.5(c). From the SEM measurements, it is clear that,

ONF with waist diameter of ∼ 472 nm and a waist length of ∼ 15 mm was

fabricated. The inset of the Fig.2.5(c) shows the histogram of the diameter

measured in the waist region of the nanofiber. The measured diameters in

the waist region shows uniform diameter profile with standard deviation of

∼ 5 nm.

2.7 Reproducibility of ONF Fabrication : Trans-

mission and Diameter

Reproducing the ONFs with high transmission and same diameter is impor-

tant for nanofiber based applications. This section discuss about the points to

be taken care and the experimentally observed statistics in final transmission

and diameter.
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Conditions for Realizing High Reproducibility

There are a number of things should be taken care while fabrication ONFs as

reported in [73]. The conditions listed below is optimized based on the final

transmission and reproducibility in transmission and diameter.

• The jacket of the optical fiber should be removed chemically using ace-

tone. Mechanical stripping leaves some dust or part of the jacket even

after cleaning the stripped fiber with clean-room wipe dipped in methanol/acetone.

The dust or part of the jacket will burn giving a yellow color flame when

it touches the oxy-hydrogen flame which is bluish in normal condition.

This induced a loss in transmission as well as a change in diameter from

the pre-characterized value of diameter.

• Duration of chemical stripping was optimized to be ∼ 15 minutes. Use

of same duration for chemical stripping helped in achieving high repro-

ducibility. The time taken to completely remove the jacket, chemically,

depends on the buffer material used between the jacket and the fiber.

• Acetone used for chemical stripping was replaced each time if it is small

amount or dirty with un-stripped jacket parts. After many use, the

acetone may not be as strong as the original solution leading to longer

duration for stripping the jacket.

• A clean room wipe was used to clean the fiber before fabrication. Some

wipes may charges up the fiber.

• The wipe direction was kept the same. It is not advised to use the same

surface of the wipe again. The wiping process was repeated at least 2-3

times. Fiber surface was cleaned like optical surface.

• A laminar flow was created using oxyhydrogen gas and a multi-hole

nozzle. A nozzle with a horizontal array of 3 holes was used. For re-

alizing a stable and laminar flow, ratio between hydrogen and oxygen
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flow was optimized to be of 1:0.33. A total flow rate was optimized for

realizing proper flame arresting, and is given as 138.3 SCCM (Hydro-

gen 104 SCCM and Oxygen 34.3 SCCM). A proper flame arresting is

necessary to keep the cylinders from getting fire as well as keeping the

quality of the nozzle.

• The fiber was positioned 1.05 mm above the nozzle. The position along

the flow direction was optimized to be 3.95 mm. This position with

respect to the flow, depends on the flame conditions.

• On restarting the ONF pulling machine, oxyhydrogen flow was kept

open (with or without lighting) for ∼ 15 minutes to get a proper equi-

librium condition of the mixture in the tubes, especially if the mass flow

controller and the flame nozzle is far from each other. This helps in

keeping the same amount of gas flows out in each fabrication, keeping

the temperature same at the pre-optimized position of the fiber.

• Like any other nano/micro fabrication, all the process was done in a

class 1000 clean room. A single dust may induce some scattering loss

which reduce the quality of the cavity fabricated on the ONF.

• Air flow in the clean booth was maintained same as it effects the shape

of oxyhydrogen flame. A well isolated local clean room with proper

covering of the pulling rig resulted in good reproducibility.

• The mounting strength of fiber onto the stages of ONF pulling machine

was kept the same. It should be made sure that the fiber does not slide

through the groves while fabrication.

Experimental Results

The statistics of the nanofiber diameter and transmission is shown in Fig.2.6.

The histogram of the measured transmission of short and long waist ONFs
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are shown in Fig.2.6(a). The red trace shows the normal distribution curve

for the observed data. A spread in ONF diameters was observed with a sa-

tandard deviation of ∼ 53 nm and mean of 484 nm Figure 2.6(b) shows the

histogram of the average of the measured waist diameter of ONFs. The mean

transmission measured was 97.4 % with a standard deviation of 0.66 %. All

the data shown above were taken for a 2 weeks duration. The reproducibility

in final diameter for short duration (1 day) was much higher and statistics of

the ONFs fabricated have shown a standard deviation of ∼ 20 nm in diame-

ter.

2.8 Birefringence of ONFs

The nanofiber can have birefringence arising due to the ellipticity of the

nanofiber cross-section. The reason for the ellipticity of the fabricated nanofibers

are unknown. It can be due to the original ellipticity of the fiber used for

the fabrication. The ellipticity of the nanofiber can also be created by the

asymmtric temperature on the back and front side of the fiber (with respect

to the flame direction), due to its own shadow. The effect of the ellipticity

was investigated using FDTD (Lumerical Inc) software. Figure 2.7(a) illus-

trate cross section of the ONF with major axis diameter of b and minor axis

diameter of a. The ellipticity is defined as e =
√

b2−a2

b2 . The simulation results

are shown Fig.2.7(b). The simulation was carried out for a ONF with diam-

eter of, a = 500 nm. The ellipticity of the ONF was varied to estimate the

maximum phase difference gained. The blue dots show the phase difference

gained per 1 mm length of the birefringent nanofiber. A length of 1 mm is

enough to induce a maximum phase difference of 2π, for a nanofiber with

ellipticity, e ∼ 0.2. This corresponds to a = 510 nm and b = 500nm. This

birefringence of the nanofiber can cause a finite polarization rotation of the
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Figure 2.7: (a)Illustrate an ONF with elliptical cross section. (b) Blue dots show the
simulated maximum phase difference gained over 1 mm length of nanofiber. Red
trace shows a parabolic fit to guide the eye. (c) Schematic diagram of the experimen-
tal set up for measuring Rayleigh scattered light from the nanofiber. (d) Birefringent
ONF occurance probability. Violet region corresponds to birefringent cases and yel-
low region corresponds to non-birefringent cases. (e) and (f) show the 2D intensity
plot of the measured Rayleigh scattering. Colorbar is as shown in figure.
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fiber guided mode when there is mismatch in the polarization axis and the

birefringence axis of the ONF.

The polarization rotation in the nanofiber segment can be experimentally

measured using a method described in Ref.[77]. The angular distribution of

the Rayleigh scattered light from the nanofiber was observed. A schematic

of the measurement set up is shown in Fig 2.7(c). The intensity pattern of

the light scattered by the nanofiber, was measured along the length of the

nanofiber while the input polarization of the guided light was varied. A

CCD camera, which is aligned perpendicular to ONF axis was used to ob-

serve the scattered light. A polarization filter (polarization beam splitter)

was used to filter the light with polarization perpendicular to the ONF axis

and block the polarization component parallel to the nanofiber axis. The

measurements carried out for two typical samples (i) and (ii) are shown in

Figs. 2.7(e) and 2.7(f), respectively. The horizontal axis gives the length along

the axis of the ONF and the vertical axis gives the input polarization angle.

The color bar gives the measured intensity. In the case of sample (ii), a pe-

riodic modulation of the intensity pattern along the length of the nanofiber

was clearly observed, indicating the polarization rotation along the nanofiber

axis. The spatial period was measured to be Λp ∼ 5 mm along the length of

the nanofiber. The maximum polarization rotation was estimated using the

equation given below.

∆θ/∆z = π/Λp (2.13)

and was estimated to be ∼ 36◦/mm (0.2π /mm). This may correspond to

an effective refractive index difference of ∆ne f f ∼ 0.017% for two orthogo-

nal polarizations. Using finite difference time domain simulations shown in

Fig. 2.7(b), the measured amount of rotation may correspond an ellipticity,

e = 0.063 and a diameter difference of ∼1 nm. On the contrary, the observed

rotation of polarization over the entire length of the nanofiber segment was
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negligible for the sample (ii). The angular accuracy of the measurement was

10◦. Exact control of the birefringence in ONFs was not achieved in the fab-

rication process discussed. Figure 2.7(d) shows a pi diagram showing the

occurrence probability of birefringent and non-birefringent nanofibers. Bire-

fringent fibers were fabricated with 60 % probability whereas the probability

was only 40 % for symmetric fibers.

2.9 Conclusion

In this chapter, i have presented the ONF fabrication by heat and pull method.

We have realized ONFs with short and long waist length. High transmission

and repeat-ability was achieved. Uniformity in the waist diameter of ONF

was also achieved. Various experimental parameters were optimized to re-

alize such a goal. We observed that linearly increasing hot-zone technique

is necessary to produce ONFs with long waist length with high uniformity

in waist diameter. A bigger flame realized using a multi-hole nozzle helped

in forming a slow gradient in temperature inside the flame and reduced the

effect of uncertainty in initial fiber position which lead to high repeat-ability

in ONF transmission and diameter.

The ONFs fabricated can be used in various applications in the field of

nanophotnics and quantum photonics. Repeatably producing ONFs with

desired diameter is necessary for interfacing with quantum emitters and cre-

ating resonant nanostructures on ONF.
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Chapter 3

In-situ Method for Measuring ONF

Diameter Using an External

Grating

3.1 Introduction

The properties of ONF strongly depends on its diameter. Amount of power

in the evanescent field of the ONF is decided by the diameter of the ONF and

the wavelength of the light field. In the case of ONF based cavities the res-

onance wavelength mainly depends on the effective refractive index of the

ONF which is determined by the diameter. So the accurate knowledge of the

ONF diameter is important in designing ONF based devices, such as cavities,

couplers , sensors, etc. Usually, a SEM is used for measuring ONF diame-

ter. This method is destructive as the ONF has to be coated with metals for

achieving better accuracy by minimizing charging up effect. So a sample on

which a diameter measurement is performed cannot be used for further ex-

periments. There are some non-destructive methods developed recently such

as using whispering gallery modes [78, 79] and second harmonic generation

[80]. In these methods, the ONF diameter is estimated after a processing of

the measured data which makes it complicated and time consuming.
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3.2 Concept of the Measurement Method

In this chapter, an in-situ method of ONF diameter measurement is dis-

cussed. A technique introduced in Ref.[61, 62] was used to measure the ONF

diameter. In this method, a composite cavity was formed by mounting a de-

fect mode external grating on an ONF. At the point where the grating makes

contact with the ONF, some part of the guided light experience the grating

material. This results in modification of the effective refractive index expe-

rienced by the guided light. The periodic structure of the grating induces

a periodic modulation of refractive index experience by the guided light ,

thereby creating a stopband due to Bragg reflection. To create a cavity, a

gap was introduced in the middle of the periodic grating. According to the

phase matching conditions, a gap of 3Λg/2 ( Λg is the grating period ) will

result in formation of a single cavity mode at the centre of the stopband. The

resonance of the composite cavity mode depends on the effective refractive

index of the ONF and the additional index change due to the presence of the

grating material in the guided field. While keeping the grating parameters

constant, one can obtain the effective index experienced by the guided light

due the ONF. As discussed in the previous chapter, the effective refractive

index of the ONF is a function of the diameter. Consequently, the resonance

wavelength of the cavity mode depends on the diameter of the ONF via ef-

fective refractive index. Therefore, one can estimate the diameter of the ONF

from the measured value of the cavity resonance wavelength.
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Figure 3.1: (a) Concept of the composite photonic crystal cavity (CPCC) : A nano-
fabricated defect mode external grating is mounted on an ONF. (b) Simulated re-
flection spectra of the CPCC using three different diameter values as indicated by
the legends (c) FDTD simulation results showing the dependence of D on λres. Red
points show the simulation values, while the black line shows a linear fit to the data.
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3.3 Design of the External Grating

The parameters of the nano-grating used for the measurement were esti-

mated using a two step process. Initially, the grating period, Λg, was esti-

mated using ne f f calculation, for the required range of diameter to be mea-

sured. The exact device was then simulated using a finite difference time do-

main (FDTD) method. The duty cycle (α), grating slat height (d), and number

of slats (N), were estimated to get the maximum signal to noise ratio and the

required precision in the measurement.

3.3.1 Analytical Formulation.

A grating was considered with grating period, Λg, with slat widths αΛg

where α is the duty cycle. The slat height is defined as d and N gives the total

number of slats. The indented range of the diameter measurement was 400

nm to 600 nm for various experiments. For a grating period of Λg = 320 nm,

one can briefly estimate the stopband resonance using the equation,

λr = 2ne f f Λg (3.1)

The effect of the grating material on the effective refractive index is not con-

sidered here. So to get the exact behaviour, a FDTD simulation was carried

out.

3.3.2 Numerical Simulation

In order to simulate the composite system, a FDTD (Lumerical Inc.) method

was used. The simulated photonic structure is shown in Fig.3.1(a). An ONF

was placed on an grating structure and a light was introduced from one end

of the ONF. The reflected spectrum was recorded. It should be noted that,
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one can also use the transmission spectrum for this experiment. The grat-

ing used in this simulation had 150 slats with length extending to the whole

simulation area. The FDTD boundary was kept ∼ 3 µm to reduce the effect

of the boundary on the simulation results. The period of grating was taken

as Λg = 320 nm. The grating slats were rectangular in shape with height

d = 2 µm from the substrate, and width of αΛg. Duty cycle, α was taken as

0.12. In the center of the grating pattern, a defect of width 3Λg/2 = 480 nm

was introduced between the slats on either side. Figure3.1(b) shows the sim-

ulated reflection spectra for three different diameters 400 nm, 500 nm and

600 nm, as black, red and blue traces, respectively. One can see that reflec-

tion bands are formed with narrow resonant dip in the middle of the reflec-

tion band. The full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the resonant dip in-

creases with diameter. The FWHM of the resonant dip estimated as 0.96 nm

at D = 400 nm (λres = 727 nm) and 2.9 nm at D = 600 nm (λres = 795 nm).

The visibility of the resonant dip also have a strong dependency and varies

from 52% to almost 100% for the diameter range. Figure 3.1(c) shows the de-

pendency of cavity resonance λres on the diameter. The vertical axis shows

diameter of the ONF (D), while the horizonatal axis shows the resonance

wavelength (λres). A linear trend was observed for the simulated diameter

range. It should be noted that, Λg was chosen such a way that the trend is

approximately linear with a maximum slope. The slope of the straight line

fitted to the data was estimated as ∆D/∆λres = 2.93.

3.4 Experimental Set-up

ONFs were fabricated using the technique detailed in Chapter 2. The diam-

eter measurement was performed while the ONF was still attached to the

pulling rig.The nano-fabricated grating was mounted on the ONF after the
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Figure 3.2: (a) Shows the mechanical setup of the experiment. (b)Optical setup of the
experiment. Light from the SC source (SuperK) was introduced to the ONF through
an in-line polarizer (ILP) via a four port 3dB fiber coupler at port (1). coupler output
(2) was connected to the ONF via a mechanical splice. Light reflected at the fiber-
grating interface was collected at port (4) and sent to two spectrum analyzers. Port
(3) of the 3dB coupler along with the right end of the ONF were not used in the ex-
periment. (c) Shows an image of the grating and the ONF in the mounted condition.
(d) A typical reflection spectrum at optimized mounting conditions.
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ONF fabrication process was completed and before being transferred for var-

ious experiments. Therefore, this method enables in-situ measurement of

the ONF diameter. The mechanical set up of the experiment is shown in

Fig.3.2(a). The gratings were fabricated on a 25 mm x 10 mm x 2 mm silica

substrate. This silica substrate was glued to a 25 mm optically flat round

silica base (BK7). An optical fiber was clamped between translation stages

L and R. A heat and pull technique was used to produce the ONF. The sil-

ica base was attached to the xyzθφ-stage. This silica base was attached to a

stage which had translation freedom in x, y, and z directions as depicted in

the figure. The grating was brought into contact with the ONF by raising

it from below using the x-stage. This stage was also capable to rotate the

base in x-z and y-z planes (φ and θ), there by making a xyzθφ-stage. The

grating used for experiments had a grating period of Λg = 320 nm. The

duty cycle was α = 10%, and the central defect width was 3Λg/2. The ex-

periments were carried out using two gratings with N = 350 and 400 (total

grating length of 112 µm and 128 µm, respectively). Any significant differ-

ence was not observed in the value of λres with change in number of slats

(N). The grating was introduced between the translation stages of the ONF

pulling rig, from below the ONF. A picomotor-controlled x-translation stage

(NewFocus, 9064) was used to slowly move it upwards and mount on the

ONF.

Figure 3.2(b) shows the optical set up of the experiment. To measure the

spectral characteristics of the combined system, broad band light was send

to the ONF. A 3dB coupler was used as shown in Fig 3.2(b). The light with

wavelength ranging from 650 to 1000 nm from a super continuum source

(SC)(NKT Photonics, SuperKEXR15) was introduced into port 1 of the cou-

pler and the ONF was spliced to the port 2 of the coupler. An in-line polarizer

(ILP)(Oz Optics, PFPC-11) was used to control the polarization angle of the

input light. The reflected light from the fiber grating interface was collected
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at the port 4 of the coupler and send to two optical spectrometers. An optical

multi-channel analyzer (OMA) (Ocean optics, QE65000) was used to moni-

tor the mounting condition in quasi-real time. Even though the OMA used

has an high update rate of ∼125 Hz but the resolution is very poor(2 nm).

So, a Fourier transform spectrum analyzer (FTSA) (Thermo Fisher, Scien-

tific Nicolet 8700) with a lower update rate of ∼0.25 Hz but a higher reso-

lution of 0.01 nm was used for the detailed measurements of the reflection

spectrum. It should be noted that all the splicing points were mechanically

spliced and an index matching gel was used to reduce the reflections from

the fiber ends. It is also advised to reduce the reflection from the fiber end at

port 3 by intentionally making a rough end-face. In addition to monitoring

the mounting process by observing the reflected light in OMA, a digital mi-

croscope (Dino-Lite, Basic AM2111) was used to observe the light scattered

at the ONF-grating interface.

The grating was aligned with its surface plane parallel to the ONF axis

using the φ-stage before mounting. It was done while observing the scatter-

ing from the edges of the silica substrate. An image of the grating with silica

substrate, while the ONF was mounted on it, is shown in Fig.3.2(c). The scat-

tering from the ONF-grating interface is clearly visible. The nano-grating

was brought upwards till the reflection spectrum in the OMA was observed.

The reflection spectrum observed is shown is Fig.3.2(d). The reflection spec-

trum observed shows a dip at the center of the stopband. This arised as a

result of formation of a single cavity mode due to the defect created at the

grating centre [62]. The grating period experienced by the ONF depends on

the angle between the grating slat and ONF. A minimum λres was observed

when the grating slats are perpendicular to the ONF. The λres was adjusted

to a minimum within the resolution of OMA by observing the cavity reflec-

tion spectrum on the OMA. This corresponds to an angle 90 ± 5◦ between

the grating slats and the ONF. The FWHM of the resonant dip was estimated
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as 1.5 nm and the visibility of the dip was 90% with respect to the Bragg

reflection peak. No significant changes was observed in the transmission of

the ONF due the mounting process. So this method can be considered as a

non-destructive method.

3.5 Experimental Results.

The reflection spectrum was measured for different positions along the ta-

pered optical fiber by mounting the grating at different positions. The reflec-

tion spectrum was recorded using FTSA and a Gaussian function was fitted

to the resonance dip of the reflection spectrum to obtain the λres. The diam-

eter (D) was measured for the corresponding positions along the ONF using

a SEM (KEYENCE, VE-9800). The measured values λres and D are plotted

against z in Fig 3.3(a). The behavior of the diameter profile measured by the

SEM is reproduced by the λres obtained using this method

It should be noted that though the FDTD simulation results qualitatively

reproduced the experiments, though due to the uncertainties in the nano-

fabrication process and non-ideal mounting conditions, the grating used for

the experiment should be calibrated. The diameter values measured in SEM

were used to calibrate the grating. It should be noted that λres obtained in this

method depends on the average value of D over the effective grating cavity

length. According to the SEM measurements, D-value fluctuated ±5 nm in

the waist region whereas the fluctuation in the tapered region was ∼30 nm

over the length of the grating. Moreover, the he cavity resonance dip broad-

ened as a result of the diameter variation in tapered region compared to the

resonance dip that was obtained in the waist region for the same effective

diameter. Therefore, only the measurements made in the waist region were

used to calibrate the grating.
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Figure 3.3: (a)The experimentally measured values of D and λres for an
ONF, are shown as blue dots and red dots, respectively. The red and blue
lines joins the corresponding points to guide the eye. (b),(c) show D (red
points) and λres (blue points) at D ∼ 335 nm and 570 nm, respectively.
(d) Red dots show the measured value of λres corresponding to various
measured D values. The black line shows a linear fit to the data. The error
bars associated with each data point in (a), (b), (c), (d) are as described in
the main text. The error bars for the λres axis in (d) less than the width of
the marker.
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For calibrating the grating, ONFs were fabricated with uniform waist di-

ameter with average diameter ranging from 350 to 600 nm. The procedure

for controlling the diameter is explained in the previous chapter. The uni-

formity in the waist region was measured using a SEM and it was estimated

as ±5 nm. Figure 3.3 (b), (c) show measured values of the diameter,D and

resonance wavelength λres for D ∼ 335 nm and 570 nm, respectively. The

error bars in D values are the standard deviation of the SEM measurements

carried out over ∼2 µm length of the ONF waist. The error bars in λres val-

ues are the FWHM of the cavity resonance dip. The data points obtained by

averaging the D values and λres values over the ∼2 mm length of the ONF

waist was used for the calibration. The average diameter values estimated

for the sample shown in 3.3(b), (c) are 335 nm and 570 nm, respectively.

The measurements were repeated for ONFs with with different diame-

ter ranging from 335 and 570 nm and the estimated average D values and

λres values are summarized in Fig. 3.3 (d). The standard errors of the mea-

surements in the waist regions are shown as the error bars for the measured

points. The estimated average errors in the values of D and λres were ±5 nm

and ±1 nm, respectively. A linear function well describes the relationship

between D and λres and the gradient was estimated as 2.61± 0.07.

The linear dependency of λres on D predicted by the FDTD simulations

was well reproduced in the experiment. The gradient predicted by the FDTD

simulations was close to the value obtained in the experiment. The diame-

ter of ONFs can be obtained by simply measuring the resonance of the cavity

formed by mounting the ONF on the external grating and mapping the corre-

sponding diameter from the calibration curve shown in Fig.3.3(d). It should

be noted that using the current calibration curve, one can estimate the ONF

diameter within the range of the calibration curve. The range of measurable

diameters can be adjusted by designing the defect mode grating suitable for

the required diameter range.
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The random errors corresponding to the precision of this measurement

method mainly arise from the uncertainty in the mounting conditions (eg.

angle between ONF and grating slats). The systematic errors associated with

this measurement method were identified as the error in SEM measurement

(sim7nm), standard deviations in the data used for calibration. A breakdown

of the errors are listed in Tab. 3.1. The precision of the present calibration

method was estimated to be 2 nm based on the errors listed in Tab.3.1. The

accuracy of the measurement method was estimated to be∼ 10 nm. A higher

precision can be achieved using a higher precision SEM for the calibration.

Table 3.1: Random and systematic errors. SD: Standard deviation, λr : measured cav-
ity resonance wavelength, δλr : Error in resonance wavelength, D: SEM measured
diameter, δDr : Error in diameter.

Type Error δλr (nm) δDr (nm)
Mounting uncertainty 0.5 1.5

Random Error Spectrometer error 0.035 0.1
Total random error 1.5

SEM measurement error 7
Systematic Error SD of D over the waist of the ONF 5

SD of λr over the waist of the ONF 1 2.9
Total systematic error 9.7

Total Error 9.8

3.6 Conclusion

An in-situ method was developed to measure the ONF diameter precisely

and non destructively. By mounting the ONF on the grating nano-structure

with a central defect and observing the wavelength of the resultant cavity

resonance, one may simply read off the diameter from the cavity resonance

using the calibration curve. This method can estimate the ONF diameter with

a precision of 2 nm and accuracy of ∼ 10 nm. The results presented in this

chapter are published in Ref.[81]
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This method, in principle, can be used to measure the transverse dimen-

sion of any waveguide with subwavelength cross section and a presence of

evanescent field outside the waveguide. This method provides a convenient

and accurate way to measure the dimensions of nano-waveguides.
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Chapter 4

Photonic Crystal (PhC) Formation

on an ONF Using Femto-Second

Pulsed Laser Fabrication

4.1 Introduction

Recent advances in micro/nano fabrication techniques have opened new

possibilities for manipulating light in nanometer scale. Various lithographic

techniques like focused ion beam (FIB) milling techniques, laser fabrication

techniques has been developed. Fabrication of fiber Bragg grating structures

on micro/nanofibers using FIB milling techniques has been demonstrated

[59]. Various prospects of such FIB milled fiber Bragg gratings has been

investigated [82, 83]. Technical challenges such as contamination from the

substrate or the milling beam, mechanical instability arising from the charge

accumulation on the nano/micro fiber, put limits on the quality of the fiber

Bragg grating fabricated via FIB milling technique.

In recent years, photo lithographic techniques have evolved as a better

technique for the creation of micro/nano structures. Photo-lithographic tech-

niques combined with phase mask technology has opened new prospects in
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laser fabrication. Fiber Bragg gratings on micro/nano fibers has been real-

ized using femtosecond deep UV light [84, 85]. Such techniques require plac-

ing the fiber close to the phasemask and results in phase mask degradation

[84, 86]. A combination of femto-second fabrication methods with Talbot in-

terferometer techniques [87] allows the mico/nano fiber to be placed away

from the phase mask, there by avoiding the degradation of phase mask.

4.2 Talbot Interferometer for Laser Fabrication

The Talbot interferometer consists of a phase mask (PM) which splits the fem-

tosecond laser beam into two first orders (±1 orders ) and two deflecting

mirrors (M1, M2) which recombine these beams to form interference pat-

terns at the place of beam overlap. Figure 4.1(a) shows a ray diagram picture

of the Talbot interferometer. The fiber to be fabricated can be placed in this

interference region to inscribe Bragg gratings. The wavelength to be used is

decided by the expected Bragg resonance and the effective refractive index

of the fiber. The phase mask splits the incident beam into ±1 orders with

an angle, q = sin−1(λ/Λp), where λ is the wavelegth of light and Λp is the

period of the phase mask, as shown in Fig. 4.1(b). For a case when the laser

beam is incident perpendicular to the face of the PM and the deflection mir-

rors are symmetric with respect to PM and parallel to each other, the period

of the interference pattern (Λ f ) formed at the beam overlapping position will

be half of the Λp (i.e. Λ f = Λp/2). By inscribing this interference pattern to a

fiber results in Bragg resonance wavelength (λr) of 2ne f f Λ f where ne f f is the

effective refractive index of the fiber mode.

The interference pattern are created in the diamond shaped overlapping

area of femtosecond laser beam. The area in which high contrast interference

patterns are created may be reduced compared the beam overlapping area
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Figure 4.1: (a) A ray diagram of a Talbot interferometer (b) Schematic diagram of a
phase mask (c)Black dots and blue dots, show the effective refractive index of the
fundamental mode of the ONF and the corresponding phase mask period required
for creating an FBG on ONF with resonance of 850 nm.
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depending on the spatial and temporal coherence of the two overlapping

beam.

4.2.1 Design of the Phase Mask

Design of the phase mask was carried out in a two step procedure. (a) Calcu-

lation of Λp based on the expected Bragg resonance wavelength ( λr ) and the

effective refractive index of the nanofiber ( ne f f ) which is function of λr and

D, where D is the diameter of the nanofiber. A re-estimation using FDTD

was carried considering the effect of crater formation on the average ne f f .

Similarly, grating slat height(hs) was estimated for minimum 0th order effi-

ciency (b) Optimization of grating slat height and duty cycle (α) using FDTD

method for maximum first order efficiency.

Design of the phase mask is based on the required fiber Bragg grating

resonance of close to 852 nm (Cs-D2 line). The effective refractive index (ne f f )

was estimated using MatLab tool box [88] and is shown in the Fig. 4.1(c) as

black dots. Blue dots show the corresponding Λp values to create a resonance

of 850 nm. A femtosecond laser beam with a center wavelength(λ) of 400 nm

was used. The estimated Λp for creating a 850 nm resonance on a nanofiber

with 500 nm diameter, was estimated to be 739.3 nm. In the case of femto

fabricated nanofiber, the index modulation was induced by ablating some

material from the fiber. This induced a total reduction of average ne f f . To

understand the effect of ablation, the grating structure was simulated using

FDTD (Lumerical Inc.) method. The re-estimated Λp is given as 745 nm.

A phasemask is said to be efficient in a Talbot interferometer set up, when

the efficiency of the first order is maximum. This requires, minimizing the

light in the 0th order transmission of the phase mask. Assuring a destructive

interference lead to a minimum 0th order efficiency and maximum first order

efficiency. This can be achieved by controlling the height of the grating slats.
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The height of the grating slats can be estimated using the equation given

below,

hs =
λ

2(np − n0)
(4.1)

where the λ is the wavelength of the incident light, np and n0 gives the refrac-

tive index of the phasemask material and air respectively. For phase mask

made of silica, ( np = 1.47 ), the slat height, hs required for minimum 0th

order efficiency was estimated to be 426 nm for λ = 400 nm.

Using the estimated value of the hs and 50 % duty cycle (α), as the initial

values, both the parameters were optimized using FDTD method for maxi-

mizing the first order efficiency. A maximum first order efficiency of 47 % (

94 % into ±1 orders together) was obtained for a duty cycle (α) of 0.47 and

slat height of 462 nm. The 0th order efficiency was estimated to be ∼ 5 %.

It should be noted that the efficiency values were estimated in comparison

with the total transmitted power (Ttotal = T0 + T+1 + T−1). The diffraction

angle, q, for the phasemask was calculated to be 32.5o.

4.2.2 Experimental Set-up for Laser Fabrication

A femto-second laser ablation technique was used to fabricate PhC nanofiber

structures on the nanofiber. The schematic diagram of the fabrication set up

is shown in fig.4.2. A phase mask which is a 2D transmission grating, was

used in the path of the beam and the beam was diffracted into ±1 orders as

well as the 0th order. The ±1 order beam was reflected using two folding

mirrors to form a Talbot interferometer. The nanofiber was aligned carefully

to overlap with the interference pattern created. The parts of the fabrication

set up and its functions are explained in the following subsections. The fem-

tosecond laser beam was derived from the second harmonic generation of

a Ti-sapphire regenerative amplifier system. The central wavelength(λ f ) of

the laser beam was 400 nm. The typical 1/e2 diameter of the beam was ∼ 5.4
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Figure 4.2: (a)Experimental system for the PhC nanofiber fabrication. Details are
given in the text.
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mm. The femto-second laser generates pulses with 120 fs pulse duration at

1KHz repetition rate. The maximum pulse energy achievable was 1.3 mJ. A

cylindrical lens was used in the path of the beam to focus in the direction per-

pendicular to the nanofiber axis. The focal length of the cylindrical lens was

100 mm and at the focus, beam was ∼ 60 µm across the ONF. The cylindrical

lens was mounted on a rotation stage.

The phase mask used was fabricated on 20 x 30 mm silica substrate. The

slats of the phase mask extends up to 10 mm with∼ 10000 slats on a substrate

resulting in a total area of 15 mm x 10 mm. The parameters of the phasemask

used are described in the previous section and are Λp = 745 nm, α = 0.47

and hs = 423 nm. The phase mask sits on a specially designed holders which

was mounted together with the cylindrical lens system. Two folding mirrors

were used to symmetrically reflect the ±1 order beams to recombine and

form a Talbot interferometer. The two folding mirrors were mounted on two

translation stages and positioned symmetrically with respect to the 0th order

beam.

The sample stage had degrees of freedom in XYZ direction and and mounted

on a rotation stage in YZ plane. A tilt adjustment was also possible in both

XY and XZ plane which comes handy while aligning the nanofiber for the

fabrication. Two CCD camera systems with different magnifications were

used to monitor the nanofiber as well as the ablation made on a test glass

plate. The one with higher magnification (x 10) was used to monitor the po-

sition of the nanofiber as well as the ablation position. The CCD with lesser

magnification (x 1) was used to monitor the reflections from the nanofiber.

The position of the ablation on the glass plate as well as the nanofiber was

monitored precisely using both CCD cameras. The scattered light from the

femto-laser into the nanofiber was also monitored using a photodiode and

was maximized to position the nanofiber in the centre of the beam.

The ONF sample holder was designed to hold the tapered fiber by fixing
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the bare fiber part to the metal structure. It was also equipped with a cover

to protect the nanofiber from dusts but at the same time passes the femto-

second beam to reach the nanofiber section. It was also incorporated with

a PZT equipped translation stage (attocube systems Inc.) for the controlled

stretching of the tapered fiber.

4.3 Fabrication of 1D PhC on Nanofiber

Fabrication of PhC nanofiber using a Talbot interferometer requires the align-

ment of the interferometer with very high precision. The path length differ-

ence between the two beams (±1 orders), must be less than the spatial exten-

sion of the light pulse used for the fabrication. The interferometer requires

to be aligned with path difference less than ∼ 30 µm for formation of strong

interference. The nanofiber also needs to be placed within the interference

area formed by the two beams properly to achieve a successful fabrication.

A step by step procedure for the alignment of Talbot interferometer, fabri-

cation of the PhC nanofiber structures and characterization of the fabricated

PhC nanofiber structures are detailed in the following subsections.

4.3.1 Alignment of the Talbot Interferometer

The procedure for the alignment of the fabrication set up is as follows.

• The femto-beam was made perpendicular to the fabrication bench, the

cylindrical lens and the phase mask by observing the reflection from

the same.

• Two folding mirrors were made its surface parallel to each other as well

as perpendicular to the fabrication bench.
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(a)

(b) (c)

2 𝝁m 2 𝝁m

Figure 4.3: (a) SEM image of ablation lines created on a glass plate (b) and (c) SEM
images of typical sections of ablation line taken with higher resolution.
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• The axis of the cylindrical lens was aligned to the plane of Talbot in-

terferometer by observing the image of the focused beam close to fo-

cus.The two beams (±1st orders) can be made shifted to each other in

Y-axis for better observation.

• The 0th order from the phase mask was blocked using a metal block.

• The focus plane of each beam (±1st orders) were made coinciding to

each other by observing the ablation made by each beam separately on

a polymer coated glass plate. One can observe the ablations on glass

plate with irradiation of femto-second laser pulse for 5-6 seconds with

pulse energy ∼ 200 µJ.

• The polymer coated glass plate was replaced by on non-coated glass

plates (thickness ∼ 100 µm). The tilt of the folding mirrors are adjusted

to overlap the beam in YZ plane. An ablation line was observed on

the glass plate with the irradiation of femto-second laser for 5-6 sec-

onds with pulse energy of more than ∼ 700 µJ which is higher than the

ablation threshold of silica.

• Figure 4.3(a) shows an image of a glass plate with ablation lines. Abla-

tion lines were taken by changing the height (X-axis) of the glass plate

by ∼ 60µm. The position of the strongest ablation can be marked using

CCD camera imaging software (Thorlabs).

• Figure 4.3(b) and (c) show the typical SEM image of small section of

the ablation line. It can be seen that periodic patterns created on the

glass plate with a period matching to the interference pattern created.

It should be noted that, the observation of periodic patterns on the ab-

lation line confirms the fabrication set up alignment.
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4.3.2 Fabrication of PhC Nanofiber

• The tapered fiber with the holder was placed on the fabrication bench

approximately parallel to the marked line on the CCD camera software.

A probe light was send through the tapered fiber to locate the nanofiber

section. The nanofiber section scatters the light strongly.

• The femto-second laser beam was irradiated with low power (10-20 uJ)

for alignment. The reflection of the femto-laser beam from the nanofiber

was observed on the CCD to match the Y-axis position. The X and Z po-

sitions of the sample stage was adjusted to match the nanofiber section

with marked position on the CCD software.

• The tilt of the nanofiber in YZ plane was adjusted by observing the

reflections of the±1st orders from the nanofiber. These reflections were

observed on the CCD as bright scattering spots on the cover glass. The

bright spots appears to be moving when the nanofiber was moved in

and out of the beam in Y-axis. This means the nanofiber was not aligned

with the cylindrical lens axis. The sample stage was rotated so that the

bright spots appears to be flashing when the nanofiber was moved in

and out of the beam in Y-axis.

• The overlap of the nanofiber and the femto-beam was again optimized

by observing the scattered light into the nanofiber guided mode from

the femtosecond laser. The scattered light was collected at the end of

tapered fiber and monitored using a photodiode.

• After the alignment, a single shot pulse with desired pulse energy was

irradiated to complete the fabrication process. The typical pulse energy

used was 350 to 450 µJ. The pulse energy used gives a maximum fluence

more than 3.4 J/cm2 required for making ablations on the ONF[89].
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Though the initial fluence was less, two step focussing by the cylindri-

cal lens as well as the ONF itself make sure the ablation threshold is

crossed.

4.4 Characterization of the PhC Nanofiber

The fabricated PhC nanofiber was characterized both optically and struc-

turally. For optical characterization, the transmission and reflection spectra

of the PhC nanofiber was measured. Structural characterization was carried

out using the SEM. Experimental procedures and results are presented in the

following subsections.

4.4.1 Structural Characterization.

A schematic diagram of the fabricated ONF is shown in Fig.4.4(a). The PhC

nanofiber was observed using the SEM, following the similar procedure de-

tailed in chapter 2. Figure 4.4(b) shows SEM image of typical PhC nanofiber

section. It can be clearly seen that nano-craters are formed on the shadow

side of the nanofiber as result of the lensing effect of the nanofiber. Figure

4.4(c) shows a cross-sectional view of the PhC nanofiber.

The diameter of the Each crater had hemi-spherical structure with diam-

eter ranging from 30 nm to 180 nm. Thousands of such nano-craters were

formed periodically over length of ∼ 2 mm on the nanofiber with a period

(Λg) of 350 nm. Moreover, the diameter of the nano-craters varied according

to the intensity profile of the femto-second laser beam. The diameter of the

nano-craters along with diameter of the TOF is plotted in fig. 4.4(d). The

black circles show the diameter of the TOF whereas the blue dots show the

diameter of the nano-craters. A peak-like apodization was observed in the

nano-crater diameter along the length of the nanofiber. The red line shows
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(a)

(d)

1.00 μm

(b) (c)

Figure 4.4: (a)Schematic of a PhC nanofiber with ONF. Inset shows a typical low res-
olution SEM image of the PhC nanofiber(b)High resolution SEM images of a typical
PhC nanofiber section (c) Cross sectional view of a PhC nanofiber taken from Ref.
[94](d) Black circle show the measured ONF diameter. Blue dots show the measured
crater diameter. Black trace is guide to the eye while red trace shows a Gaussian fit
to the observed data.
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the Gaussian fit to the observed diameter values of the nano-craters. The

black line is guide to the eye.

The periodic nano-craters induce a strong modulation in the refractive

index experienced by the guide light. As a result the PhC nanofiber acts as a

Bragg’s reflector for the guided light. Moreover, as a result of the formation

of nano-craters on one side of the nanofiber, the cylindrical symmetry of the

nanofiber was broken. As marked in the Fig. 4.4(c), the line on which the

azimuthal position of the nano-crater and the centre of the nanofiber falls

is taken as the X-axis (X-direction). The axis perpendicular to the X-axis is

taken as Y-axis (Y-direction). The presence of a nano-crater in the X-axis,

results in a reduction in the refractive index experienced by the guided light

with polarization parallel to X-axis (X-pol) compared to the light parallel to

Y-axis (Y-pol). As a result, the PhC nanofiber can be highly birefringent.

4.4.2 Optical Characterization.

A schematic diagram of the optical set up for the characterization of the

PhC nanofiber fabricated is shown in Fig.4.5(a). Laser light from a tunable

laser(TLB, NewFocus), was introduced to the tapered fiber via a 4-port 99:1

coupler. The port 1 received the light from the laser and port 3 delivers the

1% of the light to the tapered fiber via an in-line polarizer (ILP). The polar-

ization of the light entering into the PhC Nanofiber was controlled using the

ILP. The transmission was collected the other end of the TOF and send to a

photodetector. The reflection from the PhC nanofiber was collected at port

4 which receives the 99% of the light in reverse direction and also send to a

photodetector. The port 2, which received the 99% of light in forward direc-

tion was detected by a photodetector and used as a reference for calibration.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

1:99 coupler

ILP

Broad 
band 
laser

Port 1 Port 2

Port 3Port 4
Reference Transmission

Reflection

PhCN

PhC nanofiber

Figure 4.5: (a) Shows the schematic of the optical characterization set up. (b) and (c)
show the measured spectra of the PhC nanofiber. Red and blue dots show the reflec-
tion and transmission. (b) and (c) show the spectra measured for light polarization
parallel and perpendicular to the crater axis, respectively.
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Transmission and Reflection spectra of the PhC Nanofiber

The transmission and reflection spectra was obtained by recording the data

using an oscilloscope (Model) while the laser frequency was scanned. A brief

and faster measurement of spectral behaviour was obtained by launching a

broad band laser (SLED) through the port 4 (reflection port) and by measur-

ing the transmitted light using a spectrum analyzer (ThermoFischer Scien-

tific, Nicolet 8700). A detailed spectral characterization was carried out by

scanning the laser frequency of the tunable diode laser. Figure 4.5(b) and

(c) show the measured transmission and reflection spectrum of a typical PhC

Nanofiber fabricated. The red traces show the normalized reflection and blue

traces show the normalized transmission. The spectra was normalized using

the out of stop-band transmission in the higher wavelength side. The data

obtained in the reference port was used to calibrate the spectra against the

variation in power over the wavelength scan range.

Figure 4.5 (b) and (c) show the transmission and reflection spectra for

X-pol and Y-pol respectively. The transmission spectrum for the X-pol light

shows a stopband which extends from 845 nm to 847.5 nm, giving rise to a 2.5

nm wide stopband. The stopband for the Y-pol light extended from 846 nm to

850.5 nm. It was evident from the spectra that the stopband for the Y-pol was

red shifted by∼ 1 nm in the blue side edge of the stopband compared to that

of the X-pol. Moreover, the width of the Y-pol stopband was 4.5 nm which

is more than that of the X-pol. Inside the stopband of the X-pol, sharp cavity

mode appeared towards the red side edge of the stopband. The cavity modes

were appeared due to the apodization of the refractive index modulation.

Where as for the stop band for Y-pol light, no cavity modes were observed.

Figure 4.6(a) shows an enlarged part of the X-pol stop band towards the red

edge. The Red and black dots show the measured reflection and transmission

spectra respectively. Cavity modes can be seen with varying free spectral
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range (FSR). This is due to the change in effective cavity length arises from

the distributed nature of the PhC nanofiber reflection. Figure 4.6(b) and (c)

show two typical cavity modes observed inside the X-pol stop band. The

Red and black dots show the measured reflection and transmission spectra,

respectively. The blue and green traces show the fitted Lorentzian to the

measured reflection and transmission spectra, respectively. The narrowest

mode observed has width of ∼ 400 MHz.

Birefringence of the PhC Nanofiber.

The polarization dependent reflection and transmission properties of the PhC

nanofiber is discussed in the context of Fig.4.5 (b) and (c). It is clearly ob-

served that the stop band resonance for the X and Y-pol light varies by sim1 nm.

This occurs due to the difference in the ne f f value experience by the two po-

larizations. The measured difference corresponds to a ∆ne f f of 0.12 %. This

can be attributed to the breaking of cylindrical symmetry of the ONF by the

formation of nano-craters on the shadow side of the ONF. It is clearly seen

from, the cross-sectional view of the PhC structure at the nano-crater posi-

tion, shown in Fig. 4.4(a). Therefore the PhC nanofiber can be highly bire-

fringent acts as polarization dependent Bragg mirrors for the ONF guided

light.

4.5 Tuning the PhC Nanofiber Stopband

The resonance(λr) of any Bragg’s reflector is given by

λr = 2ne f f Λg (4.2)

where ne f f is the effective refractive index experienced by the guided mode.

Tuning of PhC nanofiber stopband resonance can be achieved by varying the
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Figure 4.6: (a) shows part of the X-pol stop band close to the red edge. The measured
reflection and transmission are shown as red and black dots, respectively. (b) and
(c) show two typical cavity modes of PhC nanofiber. The measured reflection and
transmission is shown as red and black dots, respectively. Blue and green traces
show the fitted Lorentzian
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: (a) Blue dots show the blue edge of the stopband measured with the cor-
responding ONF diameter. The black line a linear fit to guide the eye. (b)Blue dots
show the blue edge of the stopband measured with the corresponding stretching
distance.The black trace connects the measured data points.
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ne f f or Λg or both.

Tuning the Stopband Resonance by Changing ONF Diameter

The effective refractive index experienced by the guided light is determined

by the ONF diameter. AS a result, by varying the diameter of the nanofiber

used for fabrication (D), the stopband can be tuned. PhC nanofiber were fab-

ricated on nanofibers with different diameter and the stopband resonances

were measured. The diameter of the nanofiber was measured using the

CPCC method described in chapter 3. Figure 4.7(a) show the dependency

of the stopband resonances on the nanofiber diameter. The blue dots show

experimentally measured stopband resonances (Blue edge of the X-pol stop-

band) for the corresponding nanofiber diameter. The diameter of the nanofiber

used extends from 450 nm (λr = 820nm) to 555 nm (λr = 865nm) and the

stop-band resonance values show an approximately linear trend. The black

line show a linear fit to the measured data with a slope (δλr/δD) of 0.41

nm/nm.

Tuning the Stopband Resonance by Stretching

The PhC nanofiber stopband can also be tuned by stretching the TOF. As a re-

sult of stretching, the grating period of the PhC nanofiber changes resulting

in shifting the stopband towards the red side. A nanopositioner (ANPx51,

Attocube Systems Inc.) was used to stretch the PhC nanofiber. A coarse tun-

ing was realised by using the stepping function of the attocube. Tuning of

the cavity was carried out using 20 v steps with a frequency of 1 Hz. Corre-

sponding length was calibrated and estimated to be 0.1 µ m.

Figure 4.7(b) shows the measured stopband resonance change with stretch-

ing length. The blue dots show experimentally measured stopband reso-

nances (Blue edge of the X-pol stopband) while stretching. The X-axis shows
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the stretching length where 0µm indicates the fabricated condition. The pos-

itive and negative values indicates stretching and relaxing, respectively. It

should be noted that, after the fabrication process, the TOF becomes tensed.

The stopband resonance after the fabrication is 848.7 nm. As a result of the

tension created on the TOF due to the fabrication process, a blue shift in the

stopband resonance was observed while relaxing the TOF. Towards a length

of ∼ −40µm (40µm relaxed), the rate of blue shift in resonance decreases and

no further blue shift was observed below a resonance of 846 nm. This indi-

cates, the tension on the TOF (as well as PhC nanofiber) was null. From the

tension less condition, the TOF was stretched to a length of 70µm to shift the

stop-band by 7 nm.

4.6 Conclusion

Fabrication of PhC nanofiber using a femto-second pulsed laser ablation tech-

nique is presented. PhC nanofiber structures were fabricated with high re-

flectivity and low scattering loss. The parameters of the phasemask and the

ONF diameter was optimized depending on the required stop-band reso-

nance. Using the optimization procedure described in this chapter, it is pos-

sible to design the fabrication system and realize PhC nanofiber with stop

bands of any resonance wavelength on various ONF diameters. Strong re-

flectivity of guided light in wavelength window of 4-5 nm was observed.

Broad cavity modes were observed towards the red edge of the stop band due

to the apodization in nano-crater diameter profile. The formation of nano-

craters on one side of the nanofiber lead to strong polarization dependent

stop bands. As a result, the PhC nanofiber acts as polarization dependent

1D photonic crystal. This may open new prospects in sensing application

like refractive index sensing and biochemical sensing. The strong reflectiv-

ity realized by the PhC nanofiber enables it to be used as grating mirrors for
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the guided mode of the ONF and to form ONF based cavities. Details of the

fabrication procedure and experimental results are reported in Ref. [90].
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Chapter 5

PhC Nanofiber for Cavity Quantum

Electrodynamics.

5.1 Introduction

Efficient state transfer between single photons and single atoms is essential

for realization of quantum networks. A promising approach is developed by

realizing strong interaction of a single atom with strongly confined photons

in an optical cavity [4, 91, 10, 9] referred to as cavity QED (cQED). The single

atom cooperativity parameter (C) gives a measure of the interaction between

single photons and single atom. For an optical cavity with a single atom, the

cooperativity parameter is formulated in Ref. [91] and it is given as,

C = (2g0)
2/(κγ0) (5.1)

where 2g0 is the single photon Rabi frequency, κ is the cavity decay rate

(linewidth) and γ0 is the atomic spontaneous emission rate in free space. A

cooperativity value greater than unity ensures the interaction between atom

and the photon field stronger than the atomic and field reservoir coupling

rates. There are two regimes of coupling with different dynamics even in the

case of C >> 1. One is “Purcell”regime, when κ > 2g0, γ0. The other regime

is “strong coupling”regime, when 2g0 > κ, γ0.
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Coherent quantum phenomena like single-atom lasing and vacuum Rabi

oscillations have been demonstrated using free-space Fabry-Perot (FP) cav-

ities [7, 8, 9] by exploiting the properties of “strong-coupling” regime. An

extremely high finesse of 40,000 to 400,000 is required for realizing “strong

coupling ”condition in free-space FP cavities. This requirement makes the

realization of “strong coupling ”in free-space FP cavities technically challeng-

ing. In this context, high finesse Free-space FP cavities has been developed

[9, 11] with high quality mirrors with transmission and scattering loss less

than 2 ppm. The overall cavity transmission of 10-20% was reported in such

cavities. On the other hand, investigations of nanophotonic cavities show

promising prospects for quantum optics. In this context, various nanopho-

tonic cavities have been designed and studied but focused mainly on the

“Purcell” regime, for applications like quantum nonlinear optics, single pho-

ton generation, and single photon switching. In all of these applications, high

transmission of the cavity is an essential requirement [9, 92].

Optical nanofiber based cavities offer a flexible alternative platform for re-

alizing quantum network [4] in optical domain. One key point of ONF based

cavities, is the fiber-in-line capabilities which can enable direct integration

to optical fiber networks. In this context, efforts has been carried out for in-

tegrating cavity structures directly to the optical nanofiber [54]. Integration

of cavity structures on nanofiber is realized by forming 1D photonic crystal

(PhC) structures on nanofiber. Formation of such photonic crystal nanofiber

(PhC nanofiber) structures on the nanofiber is demonstrated using, focused

ion beam milling technique [59], using composite photonic crystal nanofiber

technique [93, 62] and femtosecond laser ablation technique [94, 95].
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5.2 Prospects of cQED on ONF Based Cavities

A formalism developed in Ref. [54] is followed to understand the dynamics

of the interaction between a quantum emitter in the vicinity of the nanofiber

cavity. The spontaneous emission rate into the guided mode of the nanofiber

is modified and the channeling efficiency of the flurouscence in to the guided

mode is given as η (∝ 1/w2
0, where w0 is the effective mode waist radius). A

cavity structure with total decay rate

κ = πc/(FL) (5.2)

is introduced, where c is the speed of light in vacuum, L is the optical length

of the cavity and F is the finesse of the cavity mode. In this case, the coupling

rate (2g0) between the cavity mode and the atom is gives as

2g0 = 2
√

ηγc/L (5.3)

where γ is the atomic spontaneous emission rate near the nanofiber. The

cooperativity parameter can be formulated as

C = (2g0)
2/(κγ0) ' 4ηF/π (5.4)

.

From the above formalism, it is clear that, the C depends on longitudi-

nal confinement via finesse of the cavity (F) and transverse confinement via

channeling efficiency (η). The η value is inversely proportional to the effec-

tive mode waist area of the nanofiber, i.e.η ∝ 1/w2, w is the mode waist

radius. The w value, for ONF with D = 500 nm, is ∼ 0.4 µm whereas

for the free space FP cavities, the mode waist can be higher as 10 - 30 µm.
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Figure 5.1: The dependency of 2g0 and κ values on the effective length of the cavity(L)
is plotted.The black circles show the estimated 2g0 values. The red, blue, and green
dots show the estimated κ values for finesse values 160, 200, 230 respectively.
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This enable nanofiber cavities to posses higher cooperativity even for mod-

erate finesse. The nanofiber cavities realized in this context, such as in Ref

[59, 94, 95, 93, 62], are mainly designed for operation in Purcell regime with

high transmission up to 80%. In all these cavities, cavity lengths are esti-

mated to be ranging from 30 µm to few mm. This is mainly due to the cavity

design as well as the nanofiber length.

One of the main advantage of nanofiber cavities is that, the cooperativity

is independent on the length of the cavity. This gives us the freedom to in-

crease the length of the cavity without effecting the cooperativity. From the

equations, one can see that κ ∝ 1/L and 2g0 ∝ 1/
√

L. This means, with the

increase in length of the cavity (L), the value of κ reduced much faster than

2g0. As a result, one can achieve “strong coupling ”condition (2g0 > κ, γ0) by

increasing the length of the cavity. One can design nanofiber cavities which

can enable “strong coupling ”, based on the achievable finesse and the chan-

neling efficiency of the nanofiber without the cavity.

Long nanofiber cavities, which can enable “strong coupling ”between

atom and cavity field, has been demonstrated in Ref. [57, 58] with cavity

length of 10-33 cm. This has been realized by splicing two conventional sin-

gle mode fiber Bragg gratings to the tapered fiber. This types of cavities, the

tapered section is inside the cavity. This induces intra-cavity loss, limiting

the achievable finesse and on-resonance transmission. The reported one-pass

intra-cavity transmission reduces to 98.3% for the cavity in Ref. [57] and 94%

for the cavity in Ref. [58]. The maximum finesse value reported for such

a cavity is 86 [57]. Even though, “strong coupling ”between single trapped

Cs-atoms and the cavity guided photons have been demonstrated using such

long nanofiber cavity [58].
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5.3 Design of the PhC nanofiber cavity

A single cesium atom trapped 200 nm away from the fiber surface was con-

sidered. The channeling efficiency of the spontaneous emission from single

Cs atom to the guided mode of the nanofiber for ONF diameter, D = 500 nm

is given as η = 3.5% [96]. The dependency of 2g0 and κ values on the effec-

tive length of the cavity(L) is plotted in Fig. 5.1 for 3 different finesse values.

The black circles show the estimated 2g0 values. The red, blue, and green

dots show the estimated κ values for finesse values 160, 200, 230 respectively.

One can see that, the κ value becomes less than 2g0 value at an effective cav-

ity length of 22 mm, 14 mm and 10.6 mm for finesse values 160, 200, and 230

respectively.

As shown in the previous paragraph, a cavity with length of 14 mm, the

modes with finesse higher than 200 can enable “strong coupling ”(κ, γ < 2g0)

and the modes with finesse less than 200 can work in the purcell regime of

cavity QED. Moreover, the 2g0 value estimated for such a cavity was 52 MHz.

Therefore, even in the “strong coupling ”coupling condition, the cavity de-

cay rate can be as high as 52 MHz. This is higher than the previously re-

ported κ values for cavities which enables strong coupling. Therefore, a PhC

nanofiber cavity with effective cavity length of 14 mm can enable “strong

coupling ”with fast cavity response. The fabrication of PhC nanofiber cav-

ity with effective cavity length (Le f f ) of 14 mm, directly on the nanofiber, is

discussed in next section.

5.4 Fabrication of Two-PhC Nanofiber Cavity

A schematic diagram of the nanofiber cavity is shown in Fig.5.2. Two pho-

tonic crystal structures were fabricated on the uniform waist of a ONF. The

two PhC structures were separated by L =
Le f f
ne f f

mm ∼ 12 mm. An ONF with
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2: (a) Schematic diagram of the long nanofiber cavity. (b) Diameter profiles
of the nanofiber (red dots) and the nano-craters (green dots) fabricated on it. The
green curves are the Gaussian fit to the nano-crater profiles. The red lines are guide
to the eyes.
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uniform waist length of 17 mm was fabricated using heat and pull technique

described in chapter 2. A linearly increasing hot zone technique was used

to fabricate such ONFs with long waist length. The transmission of the ONF

used was >99%. Two photonic crystal structures were inscribed on the uni-

form waist of the nanofiber using the femto-second laser ablation technique.

Details of the femto-second laser ablation technique is described in chapter 4.

A single shot femto-second pulse with an energy of 400 µJ was used for the

fabrication. A typical SEM image of PhC nanofiber is shown in Fig. 4.4(b). It

can be clearly seen that, periodic nano-crater structures were formed on one

side of the nanofiber. The period of such nano-crater structures was mea-

sured to be ∼ 370 nm.

Figure 5.2(b) shows the ONF diameter profile and the crater diameter

profile of a typical long nanofiber cavity. The diameter of the ONF and

the nano-craters are plotted as red dots and green dots, along the length of

the nanofiber. The nanofiber diameter profile shows a uniform waist and

parabolically increasing section on both ends. The red lines show a linear fit

to the data in the waist region and one-sided parabolic fit on the both ends

of the waist region, to guide the eye. The diameter in the uniform waist re-

gion was measured to be 500 nm and the uniform waist region extends over a

length of∼ 17 mm. The two PhC structures show a Gaussian like nano-crater

diameter profile and the green traces show the Gaussian fit to the measured

diameter. The FWHM of the crater diameter profile was estimated to be ∼

2 mm. These two PhC nanofiber structures acts as grating mirrors creating

reflection-bands to form a cavity between them. The reflectivity of the grat-

ing mirrors was determined by the nano-crater diameter and the width of

the nano-crater diameter profile. The distance between two PhC nanofiber

structures were estimated ∼ 12 mm. Both the PhC nanofibers had a maxi-

mum nano-crater diameter of ∼ 200 nm.
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5.5 Spectral Characterization of Two-PhC Nanofiber

Cavity

Spectra characteristics of the long nanofiber cavity was measured using an

optical set up shown in 4.4(a). A tunable, narrow linewidth diode laser (New-

port TLB6700) was coupled into a 99:1 fiber in-line beam splitter. The 1% port

of the coupler launched light into tapered fiber with the nanofiber cavity. The

transmitted light was collected after the tapered fiber and sent to photodi-

ode(ThorLabs). The reflection was collected in the 99% port in reverse direc-

tion of the in-line beam splitter and sent to a photodiode. The polarization

of the input light was controlled using a fiber in-line polarization controller

before the tapered fiber. Transmission and reflection power was monitored

while scanning the laser frequency to obtain the spectra.

Figure 5.3(a) shows a typical transmission(black curve) and reflection (red

curve) spectra after the fabrication of the first PhC nanofiber for the polariza-

tion perpendicular to the nano-crater faces (X-pol). A stopband (pass band)

was formed in the transmission (reflection) spectra of the nanofiber. The

width of the stopband was ∼ 3 nm with a blue edge resonance of ∼ 845

nm. The light was strongly reflected back in this wavelength range and some

modes appear in between 846.5 nm to 847 nm (towards the red side of the

stopband). This modes appeared as a result of the peak-like apodization of

the mirror strength(nano-crater diameter). Details of such cavity modes are

discussed in chapter 4. The typical linewidth estimated was ∼ 400 MHz

for such single PhC nanofiber cavity modes. A cavity length of 1.3 mm was

estimated from the mode spacing measured which was 95.5 GHz.

A second PhC nanofiber was fabricated on the waist of the TOF,∼ 12 mm

away from the first grating. Figure 5.3(b) shows the measured transmission

(black curve) and reflection (red curve) spectra after the fabrication of second

PhC nanofiber. A slight increase in width of the stopband was observed. This
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Figure 5.3: (a) The transmission and reflection spectra measured after the fabrication
of first PhC nanofiber shown as black and red traces, respectively. (b) The transmis-
sion and reflection spectra measured after the fabrication of second PhC nanofiber
shown as black and red traces, respectively. The spectra are measured for one of the
principal polarizations (X-pol).
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may be due to the variation in nanofiber diameter as well as the variation in

strength of the fabrication which arises as a result of shot-shot variation of

femto pulse energy. Closely spaced modes were observed in the stopband.

This ensured that there was a proper overlap of the stopbands of the two PhC

nanofiber fabricated.

In order to get proper insight about the behaviour of the cavity modes,

such as width and on-resonance reflection and transmission, a high resolu-

tion spectra was measured. In this measurement, the cavity was scanned by

stretching the cavity. A specially designed holder with PZT element equipped

was used for stretching the cavity. CW Ti-sapphire laser source (MBR-110,

Coherent Inc.) was used which is frequency locked to a reference cavity and

the line-width was 100 kHz. The power in the transmission and reflection

port were recorded while stretching the tapered fiber. Using this method,

properly resolved and precisely normalized cavity modes were measured to

estimate the on-resonance transmission and reflection values. The spectrum

was calibrated by comparing the FSR values measured using both methods,

scanning the laser frequency and stretching the cavity.

A typical part of the transmission (blue curve) and reflection (red curve)

spectra for X-pol is shown in Fig.5.4(a). Periodically spaced sharp cavity

modes were observed with a mode spacing of (∆νFSR) 10.4 ± 0.5 GHz. The

cavity length (l = L/ne f f = c/(2ne f f ∆νFSR)) was estimated to be 12 ± 0.6

mm, from the ∆νFSR value measured where ne f f ('1.2) is the effective index

of the nanofiber guided mode. Figure 5.4(b-h) show typical cavity modes

measured between the wavelength region 845 to 846.5 nm. It should be

noted that , in this region very strong and flat reflection from the first PhC

nanofiber fabricated was observed. The measured transmission and reflec-

tion spectra for the cavity modes are shown in blue and red circles, respec-

tively. The cyan and green curves show the Lorentzian fits for the trans-

mission and reflection, respectively. The measured linewidths (κ), Finesse
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Figure 5.4: (a) A typical part of the transmission and reflection spectra of the long
nanofiber cavity for X-pol shown as blue and red traces, respectively. (b-g) The trans-
mission and reflection spectra for six typical cavity modes shown as blue and red
dots. The corresponding Lorentzian fits for transmission and reflection are shown
as green and cyan traces, respectively.
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((F = ∆νFSR/κ)), On-resonance transmission (T0), on-resonance reflection

(R0) for typical modes measured are summerized in table 5.1. It is evident

from the observations that the on-resonance transmission (T0) is increasing

with the cavity line width while the on-resonance reflection (R0) decreasing

with the cavity line width.

Table 5.1: Details of the cavity modes shown in Fig. 5.4 (b-g)

Mode (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)
κ (MHz) 240 118 59 41 33 26

F 43 88 175 250 330 400
T0(%) 87 70 65 50 46 34
R0 (%) 5 9 12 17 41 56

5.6 Results and Discussion

In order to understand the behaviour of the on-resonance transmission and

reflection, a symmetric cavity was considered. For a symmetric cavity, κ1 =

κ2 = κc, where κ1 and κ2 gives the out-coupling rates of the input and out-

put mirrors, respectively. The total out-coupling rate is given as κc. The

on-resonance power transmission (T0) and reflection (R0) can be formulated

as

t0 =
2κc

κ
; T0 =

∣∣∣∣2κc

κ

∣∣∣∣2 =
∣∣∣1− κs

κ

∣∣∣2 . (5.5)

r0 =
κs

κ
; R0 =

∣∣∣κs

κ

∣∣∣2 . (5.6)

From the above equation it is clear that the T0 and R0 values indicate the

ratio between the total out-coupling rate (2κc) and the intra-cavity loss rate

(κs). Moreover, the R0 values are inversely proportional to the square of the

total decay rate (κ). When T0 = R0, one can get κs = κ/2.

The on-resonance transmission(T0) and reflection (R0) values measured

for the selected cavity modes are plotted against corresponding κ values in

Fig 5.5. Blue circles and red circles show the measured T0 and R0 values
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Figure 5.5: (a) The measured on-resonance transmission (T0) and reflection (R0) val-
ues vs the cavity linewidths (κ) for typical cavity modes are plotted as blue and red
dots. The blue and red traces are the fits using Eqn. 5.5 and Eqn. 5.6. (b) The mea-
sured cavity linewidths (κ) vs the finesse (F) values for the typical cavity modes are
shown as black dots. The black line is a fit showing the inverse relation. The red
line shows the estimated single photon Rabi frequency (2g0) using Eqn. 5.3. The 2g0
values are estimated assuming η = 3.5% ( corresponds to a Cs-atom trapped 200
nm away from the fiber surface). The top axis shows the corresponding single atom
cooperativity (C).
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respectively. Cavity modes with maximum transmission was selected for the

corresponding κ values. The blue and red lines are the fits using Eqn. 1.7 and

1.8. The κs value is estimated to be 15±1 MHz. It should be noted that, the T0

and R0 values were equal around 30 MHz. This confirmed the assumption of

symmetric cavity is reasonable. One can calculate the one-pass intra-cavity

transmission (tc) from the estimated κs value and given as 99.53%.

Several cavity samples had been fabricated to confirm the reproducibility

of the fabrication process. Estimated κs value falls in the range 15 - 20 MHz

for the cavity samples measured. It should be noted that, the data shown

above corresponds to the cavity modes when excited with the polarization

parallel to the modulation direction of the PhC nanofiber structures(X-pol).

Measurements were also carried out for the polarization perpendicular to the

modulation direction(Y-pol) and the estimated κs was higher than that of X-

pol modes. This suggested that the one-pass transmission for the Y-pol was

smaller than compared to the one-pass transmission for the X-pol.

The PhC nanofiber cavity posses modes with finesse more than 400. This

suggests that the reflectivity of the PhC nanofiber was higher than 99%. More-

over, one can estimate the scattering loss due to the PhC nanofiber from the

one pass transmission estimated. The scattering loss of PhC nanofiber struc-

tures was estimated to be ∼ 0.25 %, by assuming loss-less ONF section be-

tween the PhC nanofiber structures.

The maximum crater diameter and width of the PhC nanofiber structures

fabricated depends on the fabrication parameters such as pulse energy, posi-

tion of the ONF in the interference region of Talbot interferometer, etc. The

maximum nano-crater diameter shows a non-linear dependency on the pulse

energy. Moreover, shot to shot variation of femtosecond laser pulse energy

also results in fabrication of PhC nanofibers with different maximum nano-

crater diameter. This resulted in the formation of asymmetric cavity with dif-

ferent mirror strength. However, the cavity presented in this chapter clearly
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is a symmetric cavity from the crater diameter profile measured.

It should be noted that, to create a cavity between the two grating mir-

rors, their stopband resonances has to overlapped in wavelength. Typical

resonance stopband has a width of 4-5 nm in wavelength. The stopband res-

onance of the grating mirrors are decided by the effective diameter of the

PhC nanofiber structure. Therefore, in order to ensure the overlap of the

stopband resonances, the nanofiber diameter has to be uniform within ± 2

nm (Corresponds to less than ∼ 4 nm shift in resonance).

Figure 5.5(b) summarizes the κ values measured against the estimated

finesse(F). The top axis shows the cooperativity(C) estimated for a single

cesium atom trapped 200 nm away from the nanofiber surface for the corre-

sponding F [54]. The red dashed lines show the estimated single photon Rabi

frequency, 2g0 value for a single cesium atom trapped 200 nm away from the

nanofiber surface [54]. The cavity modes which have finesse higher than 200,

i.e κ value less than 2g0 (= 52 MHz), can enable “strong coupling ”between

the cesium atom trapped 200 nm away from the fiber surface, with high co-

operativity more than 10. It is clear from the Fig.5.5(a) that these modes

can have on-resonance transmission as high as 40% to 60% (For F = 400

to F = 200). The cavity modes with finesse less than 200,i.e κ value more

than 2g0 (= 52 MHz), can enable purcell regime of cavity QED with high on-

resonance transmission of 60% to 85% while maintaining high cooperativity

of 3-10.

Channeling of spontaneous emission into the guided modes can also be

enhanced using such PhC nanofiber cavities. For cesium atom trapped 200

nm away from the surface (η = 3.5 %), cavity modes with finesse of 200 can

enhance the channeling efficiency (ηc) to � 90 %, with cavity mode trans-

mission of� 40 %. In the case of a solid state emitter sitting on the surface of

the ONF (η = 20 %, for random polarization), the cavity assisted channeling

efficiency can be� 90 % with finesse of∼ 30, with cavity mode transmission
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of� 90 %.

In the context of fiber in-line single photon source, purcell enhancement,

high cavity transmission and fast cavity response rate are crucial require-

ment. In a system consists of a single solid state emitter, like quantum dot,

on the ONF surface, a cooperativity of 15 can be achieved with 85 % cav-

ity mode transmission which corresponds to a purcell enhancement factor of

� 15. Such cavity also posses modes which enables cooperativity� 125, but

with transmission� 35 %. These estimations show that, such PhC nanofiber

cavities are also suitable for realizing fiber in-line single photon sources.

The reflected light from the cavity changes its phase with the presence of

atom in the cavity. The phase of the reflected light from the cavity is switched

by π with the presence of a single atom, when the single atom cooperativity

is � 1[92]. A cooperativity � 1 can be realized for a single atom trapped

200 nm away from the surface of ONF, by modes having finesse� 23 (cor-

responds to κ � 450 MHz). The coupling efficiency and cavity mode trans-

mission measured for such modes are ∼ 52 % and � 90 %. The estimated

parameters suggests that, the PhC nanofiber cavity presented in this thesis

are suitable candidate for realizing a fiber-in-line single atom phase switch.

5.7 Conclusion

PhC nanofiber cavities which can enable "strong coupling" between photons

and cesium atoms trapped 200 nm away from the surface have been demon-

strated. Realization of such PhC nanofiber cavity requires fabrication of op-

tical nanofibers (ONF) with high transmission and uniformity in its waist

diameter with desired length of the waist. Using femtosecond laser ablation

technique, PhC structures were fabricated with estimated separation. The

fabricated PhC cavities show high cooperativity and cavity mode transmis-

sion. Fabrication of PhC nanofiber structures with such high reflectivity and
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low scattering loss are the two main achievements, which lead to realiza-

tion of such cavities. The results presented in this chapter was reported in

Ref.[97]. Such nanofiber cavities are suitable candidates for implementing

fiber-based cavity QED systems.
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Chapter 6

Peculiar Spectral Profile Observed

in PhC Nanofiber Cavity: Coherent

Interaction of Polarization

Eigenmodes.

6.1 Introduction

Coherent interaction between two resonances has been extensively studied

in the field of physics. Experimental demonstration of such interactions are

achieved in various photonic, atomic and molecular systems.Resonant ef-

fects arising due to coherent interactions in various systems such as atomic

and molecular systems have been investigated for several decades. Recently,

a broader attention has been acquired by the photonic analogue of such co-

herent interactions. The interference arising due the interaction of resonances

in photonic structures have enabled better control and manipulation of light

in such structures for various applications. Fano-type resonances has been

investigated in various nano-photonic structures such as photonic crystal

nano-cavities [99], whispering-gallary microresonantor [100] and waveguide-

cavity systems [101, 102]. A broad review of Fano-type resonances in nanoscale
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structure is reported by Miroshnichenko et al. [103]. Recently, Limonov

et al. [104] has reported a detailed review of such resonances in photon-

ics. Photonic analogue of EIT and avoided crossing between photonic res-

onances have also been demonstrated in photonic and plasmonic structures

[105, 106, 107]. The spectral features arises due to such coherent interactions

has opened promising prospects in many applications. Innovative ideas has

been demonstrated in applications like sensing [108, 109, 110], slow-light

generation [111], nanolasers [112] and all-optical switching [112, 114].

Efforts has been made to understand these interactions theoretically. Limonov

et al. [104] have shown that a simple two-mode interference model can be

used to explain all such peculiar resonant effects described above. Fano-type

interference, EIT and avoided crossing can be explained as special cases of

a two-mode interference model under different coupling regimes. However,

in this model, two single modes interacting with each other or a single mode

interacting with a continuum is being considered. For a photonic structure

with resonance width much smaller than the free spectral range (FSR) of the

cavity, the line shapes are reproduced properly. However, for the case where

the width of the resonance is comparable to FSR, only a multimode interfer-

ence [116, 115] model may reproduce the line shapes.

As described in Chapter 6, integrating a cavity structure to the nanofiber,

may enhance the capabilities of the nanofiber for light matter interactions.

Femto-second laser ablation technique was used to inscribe PhC structures

on the nanofiber to form a cavity. As a result of the fabrication, number of

nano-craters were formed on one side of the nanofiber. The lensing effect

of the nanofiber played an important role in the formation of nano-craters

in one side of the nanofiber. As a result, the cylindrical symmetry of the

nanofiber is broken and effective refractive index experienced by the guided

light strongly depends on the polarization of the guided mode. This resulted
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in PhC structures being highly birefringent and the making the PhC struc-

tures as polarization dependent Bragg mirrors. So two sets of cavity modes,(

polarization eigen modes ), were created in a single PhC nanofiber cavity.

In this chapter, coherent interactions of polarization eigen modes of the

PhC nanofiber cavity is presented. Due to such interaction, resonant pho-

tonic effects such as Fano-type resonances, optical analogue of EIT and avoided

crossing between modes are observed in a PhC nanofiber cavity. Intra-cavity

polarization mixing plays an important role in the formation of such inter-

ference. A theoretical model has been developed by assuming two-sets of

multiple resonances with orthogonal polarization. Using this multiple mode

interference model, the observed line shapes were reproduced under differ-

ent coupling regimes.

6.2 Theoretical Formulation

A multiple mode interference model was adopted to understand the interac-

tion between orthogonal modes in cavity. A cavity with two sets of modes

having orthogonal polarization were considered. The two sets of cavity modes

are named as X-pol and Y-pol. Lets assume, cp
x and cq

y are the cavity field am-

plitudes corresponding to pth mode of X-pol cavity and qth mode of Y-pol

cavity, respectively. ain
x and ain

y are input fields which excites the X-pol cavity

and Y-pol cavity independently. The decay rates of the pth and qth modes

are given as κ
p
x and κ

q
y, respectively. In a specific spectral region, there is no

considerable change in the cavity characteristics. As a result, one can assume

that in this finite spectral region, all the modes for the specific cavity, decay

with the same rate and are given as κx and κy, for X and Y-pol respectively.

The total decay rates are the sum of out-coupling rates of each cavity mirrors
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Figure 6.1: (a) Schematic diagram of the PhC nanofiber cavity. (b) Show the SEM
image of a typical section of the PhC nanofiber and the cross-sectional view of a
typical PhC nanofiber at the nanocrater position. (c) The transmission spectra of the
ONF after the fabrication of the first PhC nanofiber is shown as blue traces. The
upper and lower panel show the spectra measured for X-pol and Y-pol, respectively.
The red traces in upper and lower panel show the transmission spectra measured
after the fabrication of the second PhC nanofiber structure. Four typical regions are
marked as (i)-(iv) by the green dashed boxes in the lower panel and explained in the
text
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Figure 6.2: The transmission and reflection spectra of the nanofiber cavity measured
with higher resolution is shown as blue and red traces, when excited with X-pol.
The panel (i-iv) corresponds to the regions (i-iv) marked in the lower panel of Fig.
6.1(c). A typical cavity mode in the region (i) is shown in the inset of panel (i) when
excited with X-pol.
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and the scattering rate for the corresponding cavity. i.e.,

κx = κi
x + κo

x + κs
x (6.1)

κy = κi
y + κo

y + κs
y (6.2)

where (κi
x, κi

y) and (κo
x, κo

y) are the out-coupling rates of the input and output

mirrors, respectively. The loss rates due to scattering are given as κs
x and κs

y

for the respective cavity modes. The total out-coupling rates for each cavity

is given as, κc
x = κi

x + κo
x and κc

y = κi
y + κo

y, respectively. The coherent sum

of field amplitudes for the corresponding cavities are defined as cx and cy for

X- and Y-pol respectively and is given as,

cx = ∑
p
(−1)pcp

x (6.3)

cy = ∑
q
(−1)qcq

y (6.4)

It should be noted that, consecutive modes in a cavity have a finite phase

difference of π , i.e. consecutive modes are symmetric and anti-symmetric.

This fact is incorporated into the equation for coherent sum by introduction

of coefficients (−1)p and (−1)q in the respective equations.

A coherent interaction between two sets of the cavity modes is intro-

duced. The two sets of cavity modes interact with a rate defined as the cou-

pling strength g. The Hamiltonian for the coupled system is solved with

assuming multiple modes [115, 116]. The cavity is assumed to be only ex-

cited from the input side. The temporal behaviour of each cavity modes are

formulated as follows

dcp
x

dt
= −κx

2
cx − i∆p

xcp
x +

√
κi

xain
x − igcy (6.5)
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dcq
y

dt
= −

κy

2
cy − i∆q

ycq
y +

√
κi

yain
y − igcx, (6.6)

where ∆p
x and ∆q

y are the detunings of the corresponding modes from the

excitation laser frequency, respectively. From the above equations, it is clear

that the modes of a single cavity can interact with each other via the reservoir

dynamics [116, 115].

The output fields in the input side (reflection side ) are defined as (aout
x , aout

y )

for (X-pol,Y-pol), respectively. Similarly, one can also define the output fields

in the transmission side as (bout
x , bout

y ) , respectively. The following bound-

ary conditions relate the input and output fields (aout
x , aout

y , bout
x , bout

y ) to the

intra-cavity fields (cx, cy)

ain
x + aout

x =
√

κi
xcx, bout

x =
√

κo
xcx, (6.7)

ain
y + aout

y =
√

κi
ycy, bout

y =
√

κo
ycy (6.8)

The coupled-mode equations are solved under the steady-state regime.

For a cavity excited only with X-pol light, i.e. (ain
x = 1 and ain

y = 0), the

reflection and transmission coefficients for X and Y-pol cavity, (tx, rx, ty, ry),

are given as below.

tx =
bout

x
ain

x
=

√
κi

x
√

κo
x(

κy
2 + i∆̃y)

( κx
2 + i∆̃x)(

κy
2 + i∆̃y) + g2

(6.9)

rx =
aout

x
ain

x
=

κi
x(

κy
2 + i∆̃y)

( κx
2 + i∆̃x)(

κy
2 + i∆̃y) + g2

− 1. (6.10)

ty =
bout

y

ain
x

=
−ig

√
κi

x
√

κo
y

( κx
2 + i∆̃x)(

κy
2 + i∆̃y) + g2

(6.11)
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ry =
aout

y

ain
x

=
−ig

√
κi

x

√
κi

y

( κx
2 + i∆̃x)(

κy
2 + i∆̃y) + g2

(6.12)

where
1

∆̃x
= ∑

p

(−1)p

∆p
x

=
p′=n

∑
p′=−n

(−1)p′

∆0
x + p′FSRx

(6.13)

1
∆̃y

= ∑
q

(−1)q

∆q
x

=
q′=n

∑
q′=−n

(−1)q′

∆0
y + q′FSRy

(6.14)

where ∆0
x and ∆0

y are defined as the detunings of the two nearest modes of in-

terest. The free spectral range of the X and Y-pol cavities are defines as FSRx

and FSRy. 2n + 1 gives the total number of modes considered i.e. n number

modes are considered on either side of the mode of interest and the mode in

interest being the 0th mode. Similarly, the transmission and reflection coef-

ficients are derived for the cavity excited with only Y-pol light, i.e. (ain
x = 0

and ain
y = 1) and are given as below.

ty =
bout

y

ain
y

=

√
κi

y
√

κo
y(

κx
2 + i∆̃x)

( κx
2 + i∆̃x)(

κy
2 + i∆̃y) + g2

(6.15)

ry =
aout

y

ain
y

=
κi

y(
κx
2 + i∆̃x)

( κx
2 + i∆̃x)(

κy
2 + i∆̃y) + g2

− 1. (6.16)

tx =
bout

x
ain

y
=

−ig
√

κi
y
√

κo
x

( κx
2 + i∆̃x)(

κy
2 + i∆̃y) + g2

(6.17)

rx =
aout

x
ain

y
=

−ig
√

κi
y
√

κi
x

( κx
2 + i∆̃x)(

κy
2 + i∆̃y) + g2

(6.18)

T and R gives the total intensity transmission and reflection of the cavity

(Both X and Y-pol cavities together) and are given by T = |tx|2 + |ty|2 and

R = |rx|2 + |ry|2, respectively.

The line widths of the nearest modes and the detuning between the modes
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determine the characteristics of the line shapes. It should also be noted that,

the effect of the nearest modes are negligible when the FSR of the cavity is

much bigger in comparison with the individual line widths of the uncou-

pled cavities. According to the interaction strength in comparison with in-

dividual line widths of corresponding cavities, one can define two coupling

regimes. A "strong coupling" condition is said to be satisfied when the inter-

action strength, g is larger than the all other dissipating mechanisms in the

system, i.e. the decay rates of both the sets of modes, (2g� κx, κy). When the

coupling strength is less than one of the dissipating mechanisms, the system

falls in the regime of weak coupling. i.e. 2g� κx or 2g� κy.

Consider a case where, the coupling condition falls in the weak coupling

regime and the orthogonal modes have decay rates, κx and κy, less than

the FSR of the corresponding cavity. When one of the mode is broader in

comparison with the other with a finite detuning between them, i.e. ∆0
xy =

∆0
y − ∆0

x 6= 0, the sign of the phase changes from positive to negative or

vice versa across the resonance of the narrower mode while the phase of the

broader mode remains the same sign. As a result, a constructive and de-

structive interference occurs on either side of the narrower resonance. This

leads to formation of an asymmetric line shape resulting in Fano-type reso-

nance. The asymmetry vanishes when the detuning between the resonances

are null (∆0
xy ∼ 0), i.e. sign change in the phase happens for both the reso-

nances and the relative sign is kept unchanged. This forms a transmission

window(reflection window) in the reflection spectrum (transmission spec-

trum). This peculiar line shape is similar to the line shapes achieved in the

electro-magnetically induced transparency. So one can conclude, an optical

analogue of the EIT is formed as a result of the interaction between the broad

(analogue to bright state) and narrow (analogue to dark state) resonances.

In the weak coupling regime, when the line width of the broader mode

is much bigger than the FSR of the corresponding cavity, the broader mode
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effectively acts as a continuum. At this condition, the narrower mode with

orthogonal polarization interferes with the effective continuum formed by

the broader mode and satisfies the requirements to form Fano resonance.

In the "strong coupling" regime, i.e. 2g � κx, κy, not only the spectral

shapes get modified but the eigen frequencies also get modified. From the

steady state solutions, the eigen frequencies can be formulated [104]. Eigen

frequencies of the modified eigen modes are denoted as ω±. By assuming

|κx − κy| � g, the ω± are given as below.

ω± =
∆0

x + ∆0
y

2
±

√
(

∆0
x − ∆0

y

2
)2 + g2. (6.19)

It is clear from the above equations that the modified eigen frequencies mainly

depends on the detuning between the uncoupled eigen modes (∆0
xy = ∆0

x −

∆0
y) and the interaction strength, g. When the frequency spacing between the

uncoupled eigen modes are greater than interaction strength, |∆0
xy| � g, the

modification in the eigen frequencies of the coupled mode is negligible. But

when the |∆0
xy| decreases, the effect of the coupling on the modified eigen

frequencies increases. The effect is strongest when the |∆0
x − ∆0

y| = 0 and

the spacing between the modified eigen frequencies is 2g. This behaviour of

the eigen frequencies is similar to the avoided crossing between two strongly

coupled resonances.

6.3 Experimental Observations

The spectral features discussed in the previous section were experimentally

demonstrated in PhC nanofiber cavity. The fabrication and characteriza-

tion of PhC nanofiber cavity is detailed in chapter 5. Fig.6.1(a), shows the

schematic diagram of the PhC nanofiber cavity. A tapered optical fiber with
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∼ 15 mm was used in this experiment. The details of the nanofiber fabrica-

tion techniques are detailed in chapter 2. Two PhC nanofiber structures were

inscribed on the uniform waist region of the TOF with a separation of ∼ 12

mm. The diameter of the nanofiber used in this experiment was 500 nm. The

femto-second laser ablation technique [94, 95, 90] explained in Chapter4 was

used to make PhC structures on the nanofiber.

The SEM image of the typical part of the PhC nanofiber is shown in

Fig.6.1(b). As described in Chapter 4, periodic nanocraters were formed on

the bottom side of the nanofiber which create a strong modulation of the re-

fractive index experienced by the nanofiber guided mode. As a result, PhC

nanofiber acts as Bragg reflector. The coordinate system is defined as de-

picted in Fig. 6.1(b). The cross-sectional view of the PhC structure shown in

Fig. 6.1(b), clearly shows that the nanocrater was formed on one side of the

nanofiber (in the X-axis), breaking the cylindrical symmetry of the nanofiber.

As a result a the fabricated PhC nanofiber was highly birefringent.

As result of the birefringence of the PhC nanofiber gratings, the X and Y-

pol guided modes of the nanofiber experiences different effective refractive

index and PhC nanofiber gratings acts as polarization dependent Bragg mir-

rors. The blue traces in the upper and lower panel of Fig. 6.1(c) show the

transmission spectra of a single PhC nanofiber for two orthogonal polariza-

tions, X and Y-pol, respectively. Stop bands, with width of ∼ 3-4 nm, were

created in the transmission spectra for both polarization. It should be noted

that, the stop band of the X-pol was red shifted by ∼2 nm compared to that

of Y-pol, accounting for the effective index difference of ∼ 0.25 % between

the two guided modes with orthogonal polarization.

The second PhC nanofiber grating was fabricated∼ 12 mm away from the

first grating. The transmission spectra measured after the fabrication of the

second grating is shown in Fig. 6.1(c) as the red traces. Sharp cavity modes

were appeared inside the stop bands of both the polarization and the width
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of the stop bands have increased. Two orthogonal cavities with different sets

of orthogonal cavity modes were created.

The lower panel of the Fig. 6.1(c), is marked with rectangles correspond-

ing to four regions of the stop band. In each of the regions, different types of

line shapes were observed. Figure 6.2 shows the typical line shapes observed

in the four marked regions. Typical line shapes observed in the region (i) is

shown in the panel (i) of Fig. 6.2. Equally spaced modes were observed in

this region with high finesse. The FSR estimated in this region was∼ 11 GHz

corresponding to cavity length of 12 mm. The modes observed in this region

had finesse of ∼ 320 (FWHM = 34 MHz) and quality factor up to 10 million.

The cavity QED characteristics of such modes was discussed in Chapter 5

and as well as in reference [94, 97].

The panels (ii),(iii) and (iv) of Fig. 6.2 show the reflection and transmis-

sion spectra measured in the corresponding regions marked in Fig. 6.1(c). In

the regions other than (ii), some peculiar line shapes were observed. In the

region (iii), where both X and Y polarization guided modes were strongly

reflected, a double-mode feature was observed. From the spacing between

this double mode, which is lesser than the FSR values of both the cavities,

one can conclude that these modes are not the harmonics of a single cavity.

In region (iii), where one of the polarization (X-pol) experience partial re-

flection, a narrow transmission window was opened in the broad reflection

dip, resembling the line shapes observed for the EIT. In the region iv, where

the both the PhC are almost transmitting for the X-pol light, asymmetric line

shapes were observed when the cavity was excited with the X-pol. It should

be noted that, in this region, the PhCs were transmitting for X-pol. Therefore,

one can discard the possibility of such periodic narrow features with period

corresponding to cavity length of∼ 11 mm. As a result, such narrow features

in the spectra when excited with X-pol can only be understood as a result of

interference between the cavity modes of the Y-pol cavity which have strong
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reflectively for both PhCs and can have narrow modes.

The measured data was analyzed using the multiple mode interference

model described in section 6.2. The analysis of the measured data was also

carried out using two-mode interference model. The two mode interference

model reproduces the observations when the width of the cavity modes were

much smaller than the FSR of both the X and Y-pol cavities. But the two-

mode interference model only reproduces the line shapes for a finite region

when the width of the cavity modes were comparable to or bigger than the

FSR of the cavities. This is due to the fact that this model doesn’t include the

effect of the neighbouring modes. The following sections presents a detailed

analysis of the observed line shapes using the multiple-mode interference

model.

6.3.1 Fano-type Resonances

In the previous section, a general idea of various line shapes are described.

In this section, a detailed explanation of the observed line shapes in the re-

gion (iv) is given. In the region (iv), Fano-type, asymmetric line shapes were

observed when the cavity was excited with X-pol, whereas symmetric line

shapes were observed when the cavity was excited with Y-pol. Figure 6.3

shows observed line shapes in this region for three different sets of data. The

transmission and reflection of the cavity is shown in green and gray traces in

Fig. 6.3. The panels (a) and (b) show the measured spectra when the cavity is

excited with Y- and X-pol light, respectively. It is evident from the plots that,

as shown in Fig. 6.3 (a), narrow cavity modes were appeared as transmission

peaks and reflection dips as a result of strong reflection for the Y-pol light by

both the PhCs. The Y-pol cavity modes showed symmetric Lorentzian line

shapes. However, the case was not the same when the cavity was excited

with the X-pol light. It can be clearly seen from the Fig. 6.3(b) that, the cavity
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Figure 6.3: Shows the transmission (gray) and reflection (green) measured in region
(iv). (a) and (b) show the spectra measured when the cavity is excited with Y-pol and
X-pol, respectively. The fitted curves using the multiple-mode interference model
are shown as blue (transmission) and red (reflection) traces. The black traces in (b)
show the fitted curves using the phenomenological Fano-line shape formula for data
points within the region marked by the dashed lines and extrapolated to either side.
(c,d) and (e,f) show two more sets of spectra measured and the corresponding fit
using the multiple-mode interference model, in the same region.
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was mostly transmitting and cavity modes appear as transmission dips and

reflection peaks. The line shapes observed in this region were asymmetric

in nature which resembles Fano-type resonances. Figures 6.3(c,d) and 6.3(e,f)

show two more sets of data observed in the same region but slightly different

wavelength. The behaviour of the line shapes observed in Figs 6.3(c,d) and

(e,f) showed symmetric Lorentzian line shapes when excited with Y-pol light

whereas asymmetric line shapes were observed when excited with the X-pol

light.

The theoretical model described in Sec. 6.2 was used to analyze the ob-

servations. X-pol and Y-pol cavities were assumed to be symmetric i.e., the

reflectivity of the input and output PhC s were the same. This leads to hav-

ing equal out-coupling rates for both the mirrors, i.e., κi
x = κo

x = κc
x/2 and

κi
y = κo

y = κc
y/2. The effect of 20 neighbouring modes on both side of the cen-

tral mode were included in the model considering the FSR and width of the

broad mode(X-pol, in this case),i.e.,n = 20. The parameters were obtained

by minimizing the sum of the squared residuals. The blue and red traces in

Fig.6.3 show the fitted curves for transmission and reflection, respectively.

The experimental observations were clearly reproduced by the theoretical

model with the same fitting parameters for both the polarizations. The es-

timated parameters (κc
x, κc

y, FSRx, δFSR = FSRy − FSRx, ∆0
xy = ∆0

y − ∆0
x

and g) for the observations shown in Figs. 6.3(a,b), 6.3(c,d) and 6.3(e,f), are

summarized in the first three rows of Table 1.

From the estimated parameters, it is clear that in the region (iv), the un-

coupled X-pol cavity modes are much broader than the FSR of the cavity, i.e.

κx � FSRx. As a result, the X-pol effectively acts as a continuum. On the

other hand, the estimated uncoupled Y-pol possesses line width(κy) ranging

from 300-380 MHz. Due to the coupling between the X- pol cavity modes

which acts as an effective continuum with the comparably narrower Y- pol

cavity modes, an asymmetric Fano-resonance like line shapes were observed.
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An effectively broadened Lorentzian line shapes were observed when the

cavity was excited with Y-pol and the line width estimated to be ∼ 2 GHz.

The estimated coupling strength ranges from 2.5 - 3.3 GHz. It should be

noted that the scattering rates in this region were negligible compared to the

line widths and the estimated κs
x and κs

y values were ∼ 0 for the data shown

in Fig. 6.3. It should be noted that the estimated coupling strength was much

smaller than the line width of the X-pol cavity (i.e. g � κx), therefore this

region only satisfies the weak coupling condition.

Table 6.1: Estimated fitting parameters in GHz unit.

Region κc
x κs

x κc
y κs

y ∆0
xy FSRx δFSR g Fig. No.

18.27 - 0.300 - -9.30 12.43 0.02 2.52 6.3 (a,b)
iv 15.98 - 0.380 - -8.80 12.96 0.05 2.68 6.3 (c,d)

30.05 - 0.320 - 5.60 10.68 1.13 3.27 6.3 (e,f)
7.50 0.530 0.005 0.101 0.83 10.70 0.70 1.06 6.4 (a)

iii 7.80 0.072 0.016 0.053 -3.05 - - 0.93 6.4 (b)
7.75 0.480 0.010 0.100 1.36 - - 1.06 6.4 (c)

ii 0.32 0.007 0.005 0.013 -0.80 12.10 3.48 1.52 6.5(a)

6.3.2 EIT-like Line Shapes

In the previous subsection, coupling of an effective continuum mode of X-

pol with Y-pol modes is explained. In the region (iii), the κx values were

comparable or less than the FSRx of the cavity, while the Y-pol modes have

much narrow line widths. This was due to the fact that the X-pol light ex-

perience finite reflection from both the PhCs where as the Y-pol experience

a stronger reflectivity form both the PhCs. Therefore, the two polarization

modes and the two-mode interference effect can be clearly visualized. Figure

6.4 shows three different line shapes observed in this region. The green and

gray traces show the measured reflection and transmission spectra when the

cavity was excited with X-pol. Three consecutive modes in this region are

shown in Fig.6.4(a). From the Fig.6.4(a), it can be seen that a narrow trans-

mission window (reflection window) was observed in the broad reflection
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Figure 6.4: The experimentally measured reflection and transmission spectra in the
region (iii) are shown as green and gray traces when the cavity is excited with X-pol,
respectively. The theoretical fits for the measured reflection and transmission using
the multiple-mode interference model, are shown as red and blue traces, respec-
tively. (a) shows three consecutive modes measured in this region. The detuning
between the polarization modes estimated for the data marked by green dashed box
is ∼ 0.83 GHz. (b) and (c) show the measured transmission and reflection spectra
with the theoretical fits using multiple interference model. The detunings between
the polarization modes are estimated as (b) -3.05 GHz and (c) 1.36 GHz.
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dip (transmission peak). The dashed box marked in the Fig. 6.4(a) shows a

symmetric transmission (reflection) window when it appeared at the center

of the reflection dip (transmission peak). It can be seen from the Fig. 6.4(a)

that the position of the transmission (reflection) window is gradually shifting

towards the higher frequency side of the broad mode and the asymmetry in

the transmission (reflection) window increases. It can be clearly seen from

the Fig. 6.4(b),(c) that when the transmission (reflection) window is shifted

to either side of the reflection dip (transmission peak), the asymmetry in line

shapes increases and depends on the sign of the detuning with respect to the

broad mode. Such spectral line shapes resembles the line shapes observed in

the case of the optical analogue of EIT.

The theoretical model described in section can also be used to analyze the

observation in this region. Similar to the region (vi), both X- and Y-pol cavi-

ties were assumed to be symmetric i.e., κi
x = κo

x = κc
x/2 and κi

y = κo
y = κc

y/2.

The parameters were estimated by minimizing the sum of the squared resid-

uals. The theoretically reproduced curves are shown in Fig. 6.4 by the red

and blue traces for reflection and transmission, respectively. The rows from

4-6 summarize the the estimated fitting parameters (κc
x, κc

y, κs
x, κs

y, ∆0
xy, g). From

the estimated parameters, it is clear that the line widths of the uncoupled X-

and Y-pol pol cavity modes (κx and κy) were lesser than the FSR (FSRxandFSRy)

of the cavity and estimated values for κx and κy were in the range of 8.0 - 8.5

GHz and 0.06 - 0.11 GHz, respectively. The coupling rate g was estimated

to be ∼ 1 GHz which was less than one of the uncoupled mode (here, X-pol

cavity mode). The FSRx and δFSR values were estimated to be 10.7 and 0.70

GHz, respectively. The finite difference in the FSR values, results in the grad-

ual change of detuning between the X- and Y-pol modes for the consecutive

modes. The key difference between the uncoupled modes in this region was

the detuning between the two nearest modes and this detuning difference

accounts for the asymmetry in line shapes observed in this region. A case
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with minimum asymmetry is shown in the dashed box of Fig. 6.4(a) where

the detuning between the nearest modes is estimated to be ∼ 0.83 GHz. As

shown in Figs. 6.4(b) and (c), as the detuning increase in either direction,

the asymmetry also increases and the detunings between the nearest modes

were estimated to be -3.05 and 1.36 GHz, respectively. The scattering rates

for X- and Y- pol cavities, κs
x and κs

y, were estimated to be in the range of 0.07-

0.53 GHz and 0.053 - 0.101 GHz, respectively. The κs
x values were smaller

compared the κx values and the effect of the κs
x on the line shape was negli-

gible. Whereas, κs
y was comparable to κy and leads to absence of observable

cavity modes while the cavity was excited with Y-pol.

6.3.3 Avoided-crossing Between Cavity Modes

In the regions (iii) and (iv), the coupling rate was smaller than the decay rates

of the uncoupled modes of the X-pol cavity , i.e. κx � 2g. The Fano- and EIT-

like line shapes, presented in the previous subsections were realized as a re-

sult of weak coupling between the polarization eigenmodes. However, in the

region (ii), similar to Y-pol light, X-pol light also experienced strong reflection

from both the PhCs and leads to formation of narrow cavity modes. As a re-

sult, the condition required for realizing the "strong coupling", (κx, κy)� 2g,

was satisfied. A typical part of the reflection spectrum observed in this region

while the cavity was excited with X-pol, is shown in Fig. 6.5(a) as magenta

traces. The transmission spectrum was not observable in this region. For con-

venience of presentation, the spectrum was divided into 5 panels, each with

width of ∼ FSRx. Peculiar double-mode spectral features were observed

in each panel. In the panel (I), a narrower mode with small on-resonance

reflection and a broader mode with higher value of on-resonance reflection

was observed. The detuning between the narrower and broader mode was
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(a) (I) (II) (IV)(III)

Figure 6.5: (a)The experimentally measured reflection spectrum in the region (ii)
when the cavity is excited with X-pol, is shown as magenta dots. The theoretical
fit using the multiple-mode interference model is shown as cyan trace. (b) Red and
blue dots show the detuning of the modified Y- pol and X-pol eigenmodes with re-
spect to the uncoupled Y-pol mode. The detuning between the uncoupled modes
is represented as the horizontal axis. The vertical axis denotes the detunings of the
coupled modes with respect to the uncoupled mode of Y-pol. The magenta and cyan
dashed lines represent the detuning between the uncoupled modes. The theoretical
fit to the measured detunings of the coupled modes in the positive and negative de-
tuning side of the uncoupled mode of Y-pol, using Eqn. 6.19, are shown as red and
blue traces.
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measured to be 8 GHz. The two modes got closer to each other in the consec-

utive FSR panel (panel (II)). A slight modification in the spectral features and

on-resonance reflection value was observed in this panel. In panel (III) the

two modes were much closer and shared common spectral features. In panel

(iv), the narrower mode appeared to have crossed the broader mode and the

spectral features were similar to the panel (II), but the sign of the detuning

reversed. The narrower mode moveed apart from the broader mode towards

the higher detuning side in the panel (V). This behaviour of the spectra illus-

trates the avoided-crossing phenomenon when two modes with linewidth

smaller than the coupling strength between them, cross each other.

The effect of coupling on the line shapes as well as the eigen values of

the coupled cavity system was clearly understood by fitting the multiple in-

terference model. The cyan trace in Fig.6.5(a) shows the fitted curve. The

experimentally observed line shapes were reproduced by assuming a one-

sided cavity i.e., κi
x = κc

x, κi
y = κc

y, κo
x = 0 and κo

y = 0. The 7th row of the table

1, summarizes the estimated parameters. The κx, κy and g were estimated to

be 327 MHz, 18 MHz and 1.52 GHz, respectively. The estimated FSRx and

δFSR values are given as 12.1 GHz and 3.48 GHz respectively. The finite dif-

ference in the FSR values accounted for the change in the detuning between

the X- and Y-pol modes (uncoupled modes) for the consecutive panels. The

estimated scattering rate for X- and Y-pol cavities, κs
x and κs

y, are given as 7

and 13 MHz, respectively. The on-resonance reflection values clearly showed

the effect of the scattering loss.

The frequency detuning values of the uncoupled and coupled modes,

were re-defined with respect to the frequency position of the uncoupled mode

of Y-pol, for each panel. Figure 6.5(b) presents the measured detuning values

for coupled resonances and the corresponding estimated detuning values for

the uncoupled resonances, with respect to the uncoupled Y-mode. The de-

tunings of the coupled modes (∆c
xy) and the uncoupled modes (∆uc

xy), both
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with respect to the uncoupled mode of Y-pol, are represented by the verti-

cal and horizontal axis of the plot, respectively. The red dots correspond to

the coupled resonance value in the positive detuning side of the uncoupled

Y-mode where as the blue dots show that in the negative detuning side. The

magenta dashed line shows the frequency detuning of the uncoupled modes

for X-pol, whereas the cyan dashed line shows that of Y-pol. It can be seen

from the plot that the detuning between the coupled modes asymptotically

approaches the detuning between the uncoupled modes for higher detun-

ing values. However, when the uncoupled modes cross each other towards

panel ( iii), the coupled modes are still separated by 3 GHz. From this, one

can conclude that, unlike weak coupling regime, in the "strong coupling"

regime, along with the line shapes, the coupled eigenvalues also gets modi-

fied. Equation. 6.19 gives the formula for the modified eigenvalues and was

used to estimate the coupling strength between the uncoupled modes from

the measured detuning between the coupled eigenvalues. The fitted curves

are shown by blue and red traces in Fig. 6.5(b) and the estimated coupling

strength, g, is given as 1.5 ± 0.11 GHz.

6.4 Mechanism of Polarization Mixing

The birefringence of the PhC structure, formed two sets of orthogonal polar-

ization eigen modes in PhC nanofiber cavity. A finite intra-cavity polariza-

tion mixing lead to interference between the two sets of polarization eigen

modes. The polarization mixing was realized as a result of polarization rota-

tion between the PhC grating mirrors. A Transfer matrix method was used to

theoretically investigate the effect of polarization rotation angle on the cou-

pling strength (g) [118]. Figure 6.6 shows the dependency of g on the angle

(θ) of polarization rotation between the grating mirrors for a single pass. For

generalization, the vertical axis is normalized with FSR of the cavity. The
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Figure 6.6: Dependency of coupling strength (g) on the total single-pass polarization
rotation (θ). The vertical axis is normalized to the FSR of the cavity.

curve shows a triangular trend with a periodicity of 180◦ and with a maxi-

mum value of g = FSR/2 at θ = 90◦. From this plot, one can estimate the

angle of rotation required for realizing a coupling strength of 1 GHz and it is

given as θ ∼ 16◦.

The polarization mixing can occur due to polarization rotation in the

intra-cavity nanofiber region or the birefringent axes mismatch between the

PhC gratings. A minimum relative mismatch between the birefringence axes

of the PhC gratings is ensured by the fabrication process. So the intra-cavity

polarization rotation plays the important role in realizing the polarization

mixing. The birefringence properties of the PhC structure along with the

birefringence properties of the nanofiber, lead to realizing a finite intra-cavity

polarization rotation. A finite axis mismatch between the birefringence axes

of the nanofiber segment and the PhCs, lead to an intra-cavity polarization

rotation.
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As described Chapter 4, the PhC structure was highly birefringent, with

∆ne f f depends on the crater size. The PhC structures not only acted as a po-

larization dependent Bragg mirrors but also as retardation plates. This is due

to the fact that the reflection from the PhC structures is distributed in nature.

The polarization rotation caused by the PhC structures depends on the angle

of input polarization (Θ), the wavelength (λ) and penetration length(lp) into

the PhC structure. It should be noted that these parameters were correlated

to each other strongly. From the single PhC spectra shown as blue traces in

Fig. 6.1(c), one can estimate the effective index difference between X and Y-

pol to be ∆ne f f ∼ 0.25%. The maximum polarization rotation per unit length

of the PhC nanofiber can be calculated from the relation ship given below

∆θ/∆z = π∆ne f f /λ (6.20)

where λ is the wavelength of the light. Using this relation, one can estimate

the maximum polarization rotation corresponds to ∆ne f f ∼ 0.25% and is

given as ∼ 603◦/mm for λ = 850 nm.

The nanofiber segment between the two PhCs can also have birefringence

arising due to the ellipticity of the nanofiber cross-section. The experimental

measurement of the birefringence of the nanofiber was carried out using the

technique described in section 6 of chapter 2. The maximum polarization ro-

tation was estimated to be∼ 36◦/mm. The corresponding effective refractive

index difference (∆ne f f ) between the X- and Y-pol light was calculated using

Eqn. 2.13 and was estimated as ∼ 0.017%.
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6.5 Discussions

The fitting parameters estimated are summarized in Tab. 6.1 for regions (ii),

(iii) and (iv). It is clear from the table that spectral features features are de-

termined by the interaction dynamics between the two sets of cavity modes.

In the regions, (iii) and (iv), κx � 2g � κy, i.e., a "weak coupling" condition

was satisfied. In these regions Fano- and EIT-like line shapes were observed.

But in the case of region (ii), (κx, κy) � 2g, i.e. a "strong coupling" condition

was satisfied. Avoided-crossing of the two modes was observed.

The observed spectral features were only reproduced using a multiple-

mode interference model. In a two-mode interference model, the effect of the

neighbouring modes neglected, as a result, the two-mode interference model

could only reproduce the line shapes in a limited bandwidth region. The de-

viation of the two-mode interference model was more significant, especially

when the line widths of the broad modes were comparable to the FSR. Even

though, it was useful to fit the phenomenological Fano line shape formula

derived from the two-mode interference model, to estimate the asymmetry

parameter of the Fano-type line shapes shown in Fig.6.3(b). The Phenomeno-

logical Fano-line shape formula is derived by considering the interference of

a single cavity mode with a continuum [103, 104] and is given as

y =
1

q2 + 1
(qκe f f + ω)2

κ2
e f f + ω2

, (6.21)

where q, κe f f , and ω are the Fano-parameter(asymmetry parameter), the ef-

fective line width of the mode, and frequency detuning, respectively. The

asymmetry in the line shape is maximum for a q-value of unity and the

asymmetry reduces on either side of the unity. It should be noted that, as

q-value increases more than unity, an inverted line shape is obtained. The

Fano-formula was fitted to the data points marked as the dashed box shown
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in Fig.6.3(b) and extrapolated on either side of the dashed box. The fitted

curve is shown as black traces in Fig.6.3(b). The estimated q-value was 2.7.

The spectral features were reproduced only in the in the region marked by

black dashed box. A clear deviation of the fitted curve from the measured

data was seen for regions outside the black dashed box. This is due to the fact

that the model doesn’t consider the effect of the adjacent modes. Therefore, a

multile-mode interference model was essential to reproduce the observation.

In the region (ii), as shown in Fig.6.5 (a), along with the modification in

the line shapes, the eigen frequencies were also modified along with the on-

resonance reflection values. The multiple interference model quantitatively

predicted the line shapes, eigen frequencies and the on-resonance reflection.

In this region, the scattering loss rate was comparable to or larger than the

total out-coupling rate of the cavity. As a result, it played an important role

in determining the line-shapes and on-resonance transmission. However,

the effect of scattering loss was not significant in the weak coupling regime

(region (iii) and (iv)) .

The deviation in estimated coupling strength (g) can be understood from

the polarization rotation of 36◦/mm in the intra-cavity nanofiber segment

as discussed in the previous section. Eventhough, for some ONFs, the mea-

sured polarization rotation was less than 10◦, a maximum g value of ∼ 1

GHz was observed for the cavity fabricated on it. The combined effect of the

birefringence of the PhC nanofiber and nanofiber segment may enhance the

total intra-cavity polarization rotation to ∼ 16◦ between the two PhCs which

is required for obtaining a 1GHz coupling.

The line shapes can be designed according to the requirements of specific

applications, based on the understandings. The decay rates κx and κy can

be controlled by selecting the appropriate spectral region. The total amount

of polarization rotation between the two mirrors can varied to control the

g value. The total polarization rotation can be varied either by inducing a
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relative axial rotation of the PhC axes or by controlling the birefringence of

the nanofiber section or by combination of these two methods.

6.6 Conclusion

Creation of nano-craters on the ONF leads to breaking the cylindrical sym-

metry of the ONF and induce a polarization dependent properties for the

PhC nanofiber. As a result, two sets of polarization eigen modes were formed.

Peculiar line shapes were observed in the transmission and reflection spectra

of the cavity formed by fabricating two PhC nanofiber structures. This was

understood as a result of the coherent interaction of polarization eigenmodes

via intra-cavity polarization mixing. A multiple-mode interference model

was developed to understand such interactions. It is shown that resonant

photonic effects such as Fano-type resonances, optical analogue of EIT and

avoided-crossing between modes, were observed in a single PhC nanofiber

cavity. The multiple-mode interference model reproduced the experimental

observations under different coupling regimes. Fine control and manipu-

lation of light can be realized using such spectral line shapes. The results

presented in this chapter was reported in Ref.[117].

cQED using a coupled cavity system has become an emerging field. Such

coupled cavities termed as photonic molecule. A thorough understanding

of the coupling between the cavities is necessary in manipulating the cou-

pling between quantum emitter and a photonic molecule. The strength of

the coupling between the quantum emitter and one of the cavity may be ef-

fectively modified due to the coupling between the cavities. ONF based pho-

tonic molecules with fiber in-line capabilities can be used as a workbench for

studying emitter- photonic molecule coupling.
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Chapter 7

PhC Nanofiber Cavities for

Quantum Nanophotonics: Towards

Interfacing Quantum Emitters with

PhC Nanofiber Cavity.

7.1 Introduction

The nanofiber guided modes, not only confines the light into subwavelength

region but also penetrate into the surrounding medium. The presence of

guided light field outside the nanofiber, evanescent field, opens new possibil-

ities of interfacing quantum emitters with the nanofiber guided modes. The

modification in spontaneous emission properties of the quantum emitters

present in this evanescent region has been studied [96] and the channeling of

a significant fraction of spontaneous emission into the guided modes of the

nanofiber is experimentally demonstrated. As a result a strong coupling is

observed between the quantum emitters and nanofiber guided modes. Inter-

facing laser cooled neutral atoms has been demonstrated and a strong chan-

neling of atomic fluorescence into the guided modes has been achieved. This
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strong interaction of the atom and guided mode has been exploited to ex-

perimentally realize quantum optics experiments such as chiral light matter

interaction [51] and non linear optics experiments such as EIT and photon

storage [43, 44].

Recently, solid state emitters such as quantum dots, color centres in nano

diamonds has also been interfaced with optical nanofibers. Prospects of inte-

grating cavity structure to the emitter-nanofiber interface has been discussed

in chapter 5. Cavity QED characteristics of such a PhC nanofiber cavity and

quantum emitters is also described. In this context, this chapter presents the

efforts to interface single Cs atom and quantum dots to the PhC nanofiber

cavity.

7.2 On-going Efforts Towards Interfacing

Single Cesium Atom with PhC Nanofiber Cav-

ity

Typically, laser cooled Cs atoms are used to realize an atom nanofiber inter-

face. The observation of single atom near the nanofiber surface is obtained

by decreasing the density of the cold atom cloud and the occurrence of sin-

gle atoms is probabilistic in nature. A deterministic approach can be imple-

mented by trapping single atoms near the surface of the nanofiber using the

dipole trap scheme [98]. Nanofiber guided mode trap is demonstrated to trap

atoms near the ONF surface [40, 41, 42], but more suitable for the non-linear

experiments which requires multiple atoms. In the context of interfacing a

single atom, a side illumination trap in Ref. [26]. was developed. This chap-

ter presents a detailed study of the formation of a nano-trap or a side illumi-

nation trap close to the surface of the nanofiber and the implementation of

nano-trap on a PhC nanofiber cavity.
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7.2.1 Side Illumination Trap

A schematic diagram of the experimental set up is shown in Fig. 7.1(a). A

standing wave nano-trap or a side illumination trap is created close to the

nanofiber or PhC nanofiber surface by shining a focused beam on to it. The

beam gets reflected from the nanofiber surface and the retro reflected and

backward propagating beam interfere with the forward propagating beam to

form interference minimum and maximum along the path of the beam. The

anti-nodes of the standing wave act as nano-traps. Figure 7.1(b) shows a 2D

intensity plot of the standing wave formed by shining a focused beam onto

the nanofiber, obtained using the FDTD simulation. The x-axis represent the

direction of the beam. The axis of the nanofiber is z -axis which is not shown

in the figure. The black circle shows the nanofiber surface boundaries. The

diameter of the nanofiber (D) used in this simulation was 300 nm and the trap

beam wavelength (λt) used was 932 nm. A Gaussian beam with focus on the

centre of the nanofiber and beam waist of 1 µm was used in the simulation.

The polarization of the beam was parallel to the axis of the fiber (z-pol).

The trapping potential experienced by a Cs atom present in the field is the

sum of the optical potential (U) and the surface induced potential (V) [40].

The optical field(E) induce a dipole moment(d) on the Cs atoms depending

on the atomic polarizability(α) and this induced dipole interacts with the op-

tical field to experience an optical potential. The time averaged optical po-

tential experienced by the Cs atom is given as [40],

U = −1
2

d(t).E(t) = −1
2
|ε|2Re[α] (7.1)

where |ε|2 is the intensity of the field. The surface potential or vaan der Waals

potential (V) experienced by an atom near the nanofiber can be approximated
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Figure 7.1: (a) Shows the schematic diagram of the nanofiber side illumination trap.
(b) FDTD simulation results show the side illumination trap (c) Red dots show the
trapping potential with the distance from ONF surface. Blue dots show the coupling
efficiency with distance from the ONF surface (d)Upper panel shows the trap posi-
tion from ONF surface. Lower panel shows the Trap depth. Blue and red dots show
the corresponding values obtained for Z-pol and Y-pol trap beam. (e) Shows cou-
pling efficiency for with distance from ONF surface plotted for three different fiber
diameter as shown in the legends.
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to be same as the surface potential experienced by an atom near a flat sil-

ica surface and is given as V = Cv/(dx)3 where dx is the atom surface dis-

tance. The value of Cv is taken to be 4.1x10−5mKµm3 [40]. The total trapping

potential(Utot = U + V) was calculated and the corresponding trap depth

in temperature scale(∆T) was estimated using the relation, ∆T = ∆Utot/Kb,

where Kb is the Boltzmann constant.

Figure 7.1(c) shows trap depth experienced by the Cs atom along the

beam axis (Y = 0) for a beam intensity (It) of 10 mW, plotted as red dots

against the atom-surface distance. It should be noted from the figure that, the

first minimum occured approximately 200 nm away from the surface and the

next one around 650 nm away from the surface. The channeling efficiency of

spontaneous emission of Cs atom is plotted for reference and is shown as

blue dots. The atoms trapped in other than first trapping site doesn’t have

significant coupling to the guided modes due to the decaying nature of the

channeling efficiency with atom - surface distance. As a result, one can con-

clude, a single trapping site at the first minimum of the trapping potential

was formed ∼ 200 nm away from the fiber surface (Trap Position = 200 nm)

and this scheme is suitable for realizing single atom trapped close to the PhC

nanofiber cavity.

The effect of nanofiber diameter (D) on trap depth (∆T) and the trap po-

sition (TP) had been investigated using Lumerical FDTD simulation. Figure

7.1(d) shows the dependency of trap depth and trap position on the nanofiber

diameter. The blue dots in the upper and lower panel show the trap position

and the trap depth for the z-pol, respectively. The red dots in the upper

and lower panel show the trap position and the trap depth for the y-pol, re-

spectively. The trap position moved closer to the nanofiber surface with the

increase in diameter till∼ 350 and jumped to maximum for the diameter val-

ues above 350 nm. This behaviour was repeated around nanofiber diameter
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350 nm and 950 nm. The trap position showed a periodic saw-tooth like be-

haviour with a maximum distance of ∼ 550 nm and a minimum distance of

∼ 150 nm, from the ONF surface. The trap depth also showed a periodic

behaviour with a maximum value in each period increasing with fiber diam-

eter. Local maxima in trap depth was obtained at diameters (Trap depth) 240

nm (0.37 mK), 560 nm (0.68 mK) and 880 nm (0.79 mK) in the simulated range

of diameters.

The channeling efficiency (η) emission from a Cs atom is plotted in Fig.

7.1(e) against the atom ONF surface separation. The black, red and blue dots

corresponds to ONF diameters D = 300 nm, 400 nm ,500 nm, respectively. It

should be noted that, a maximum confinement occurs at an ONF diameter of

400 nm for wavelength of 850 nm. But at this diameter, the evanescent field

decay faster with distance from the surface. In other words less confinement

induce more penetration of evanescent field into the surrounding medium.

As the channeling efficiency is proportional to the field, it also exhibits a sim-

ilar behaviour. From the Fig. 7.1(e), it is clear that, for Cs atoms more than

∼ 130 nm away from the ONF surface, the ONF with ∼300 nm gives higher

channeling efficiency compared to that of 400 nm and 500 nm. Table 7.1 lists

the ONF diameter (D), trap position from the surface (TP), Trap depth (∆T),

channeling efficiency for Cs atom at the trap position (η) for Z-pol and Y-pol

trap beam. It also lists the blue edge of the stop band resonance for the PhC

nanofiber cavity fabricated on the corresponding ONF diameter (D), using

the femto-fabrication system described in Chapter 4. From the Tab. 7.1, it is

clear that, the optimum ONF diameter for implementing a side illumination

nano-trap is ∼ 300 nm and the optimum ONF diameter for creating a cavity

closer to Cs D2 ine (λr = 852 nm) is ∼ 500 nm.
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Table 7.1: .

Pol D (nm) TP(nm) ∆ T (mK) η λr (nm)
300 190 0.52 0.101 756 (—)

Z-pol 400 510 0.28 0.009 799 (—)
500 300 1.06 0.013 857 (845)
300 200 0.29 0.096 756 (—)

Y-pol 400 400 0.01 0.018 799 (—)
500 280 0.50 0.016 857 (—)

5 1 0
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2 0 0
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 k  [ F  =  1 6 0 ]
 k  [ F  =  2 0 0 ]
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Figure 7.2: The dependency of 2g0 and κ values on the effective length of the cavity(L)
is plotted.The black circles show the estimated 2g0 values. The red, blue, and green
dots show the estimated κ values for finesse values 160, 200, 230 respectively.

7.2.2 Fabrication of PhC Nanofiber Cavity on Notch Nanofiber

The estimated optimum ONF diameter for maximum channeling of emission

from Cs atoms was ∼ 300 nm and the required diameter for creating a PhC

nanofiber cavity with resonance of 852 nm (Cs D2 line) was∼ 300 nm. In this

context an ONF was designed and fabricated with section of Dn ∼ 300 nm

in the middle of a D ∼500 nm uniform waist of the ONF. From the Tab.7.1,
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Figure 7.3: (a) Brown dots show the measured ONF diameter. Blue dots
show the measured crater diameter. Red traces show Gaussian fit to
guide the eye.(b) Red trace shows the transmission spectrum of a typical
region of the cavity spectrum. (c) Typical mode of the PhC nanofiber cav-
ity on notch ONF. Blue and red dots show the normalized intensity trans-
mission and reflection, respectively. The black and green traces show the
Lorentzian fit to the measured data.
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it can be seen that, the nano-trap was formed ∼ 200 nm away from the sur-

face for a trap beam with polarization parallel to the axis of the fiber (Z-pol).

The channeling efficiency of the spontaneous emission from single Cs atom,

200 nm away from the surface, to the guided mode of the nanofiber for ONF

diameter, D = 300 nm is given as η = 0.01. The dependency of κ and 2g0 val-

ues on the effective length of the cavity(L) is plotted in Fig.7.2 for 3 different

finesse values using Eqns.5.2, and 5.2. The black circles show the estimated

2g0 values. The red, blue, and green dots show the estimated κ values for fi-

nesse values 160, 200, 230 respectively. One can see that, the κ value becomes

less than 2g0 value at an effective cavity length of 8.7 mm, 5.6 mm and 4.3

mm for finesse values 160, 200, and 230 respectively. In other words, a cavity

with length of 4.3 mm, the modes with finesse higher than 230 can enable

coherent coupling (kappa < 2g0) and the modes with finesse less than 230

can work in the Purcell’s regime of cavity QED. The estimated 2g0 value for

a nanofiber cavity with L = 4.3 mm and D = 300 nm is 150 MHz.

Table 7.2: .

No SW (mm) SS (mm/sec) StS (mm/sec) StD (mm)
1 5 3.2 2 0
2 5 3.2 0.192 4.2
3 5 3.2 0.16 27.2
4 5 3.2 0.192 55.4
5 1 3.2 0.16 56.4

ONFs, with a notch in the middle, were fabricated using the parameter

shown in Tab. 7.2. Two PhC nanofiber structures were fabricated on either

side of the notch using the femto-fabrication method described in Chapter 4.

Figure 7.3(a) shows the SEM measurements carried out on a fabricated notch

nanofiber cavity. The nanofiber diameter profile and the crater diameter pro-

file is shown as wine and blue dots. The diameter profile shows that a notch

of ∼ 315 nm was formed on a uniform waist ONF forming two shoulders on

both side of the notch with diameter of ∼ 510 nm. The notch extended to a
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length of∼ 0.5 mm with two inner taper section extending ∼ 1 mm on either

side of the notch. The 500 nm section after the inner taper extends upto 1.5

mm on either side, making a total length of 5.5 mm of the nanofiber including

the notch. The gratings were fabricated on the middle of the 500 nm diame-

ter, shoulder section of the notch ONF. The crater diameter profile shown in

Fig.7.3(a) suggests that the fabricated gratings have a separation of ∼ 5 mm

between them which is higher than the estimated length for enabling coher-

ent coupling of Cs atoms with cavity modes with finesse of 230. Figure 7.3(b)

shows a typical region of the cavity spectrum of the PhC nanofiber cavity

on notch ONF. Red trace shows the measured transmission. The FSR was

estimated from the mode spacing and given as 20.7 GHz. A detailed spectra

of the cavity modes were measured using the experimental procedure de-

scribed in Chapter 4 and a typical mode is shown in Fig.7.3(c). Blue and red

dots show the normalized intensity transmission and reflection, respectively.

The black and green traces show the Lorentzian fit to the measured data. The

FWHM of the mode was estimated to be 66 MHz. The corresponding finesse

of the mode was 313. The on-resonance transmission and reflection were

estimated as 52 % and 42 %, respectively. Such modes can enable “strong

coupling ”regime of the cavity QED. Efforts for experimentally implement-

ing side illumination trap on PhC nanofiber cavity fabricated on a notch ONF

is ongoing.

7.3 On-going Efforts Towards Interfacing Q-dot with

PhC Nanofiber Cavity

In the previous section, ongoing efforts to interface natural Cs atoms with

PhC nanofiber cavity is discussed. However, artificial atoms such as solid
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state quantum emitters like quantum dots (QDs), defect centres in nanodi-

omonds, and carbon nano tubes have been interfaced with nanophotonic

devices. Unlike natural atoms, interfacing artificial atoms with nanopho-

tonic structures doesn’t require any sophisticated experimental conditions.

Moreover, an increased channeling efficiency can be achieved by placing the

artificial atoms directly on the surface of the nanophotonic devices. In this

context , prospects for interfacing Quantum dots (QDs) with nanofibers have

been studied and demonstrated. Even though the QDs have drawbacks such

as non-identical nature, broad emission line widths, and decreased quan-

tum efficiency due to the non-radiative decay mechanism, QDs still makes a

preferable source due to the convenience in operation.

Techniques for depositing single QDs on nanofiber surface such as dip

coating method [45], sub-pico-litre needle dispenser system combined with

a inverted microscope method [46] are experimentally demonstrated. Chan-

neling of the QD fluorescence to the guided mode of the nanofiber was ob-

served by exciting the QD from outside [45, 46]. Correlation measurements

are carried out to confirm the single nature of the emitter through the nanofiber

coupled photons [45, 46]. Channeling efficiency (η) of a single QD on the

nanofiber surface is experimentally estimated by simultaneously observing

radiation modes and nanofiber guided modes [50]. The estimated channeling

efficiency in Ref.[50] is given as 22± 4.8% for QD with emission wavelength

of 780 nm, on nanofiber surface with diameter, D = 350 nm.

Enhancement channeling efficiency by enhancing the spontaneous emis-

sion into the guided mode of the nanofiber, has been demonstrated using a

composite photonic crystal nanofiber cavity [62]. The formation and spectral

behaviour of a composite photonic crystal cavity is discussed in chapter 3.

A composite cavity formed by mounting the nanofiber on nano fabricated

external grating, realize purcell enhancement of the spontaneous emission,
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and shows promising prospects applications such as single photon genera-

tion, single photon switching, quantum non-linear optics where high trans-

mission and fast cavity response is an essential requirement. Directly inscrib-

ing phonic crystal structures on the nanofiber has been demonstrated using

FIB milling technique [59] and femto-second laser ablation technique [94, 95]

discussed in chapter4. The cavity QED parameters of cavity modes of the

femto-second laser fabricated single grating structures, PhC nanofibers, has

been discussed in chapter 5 in the context of an Cs atom trapped in the vicin-

ity of the PhC nanofiber. Extending the use of such PhC nanofiber to interface

with QDs require fabrication of PhC nanofiber with cavity mode resonance

of QD emission wavelength. Design and fabrication of PhC nanofiber with

cavity mode resonance at 640 nm is presented in the subsequent sections.

The experimental system used for fabrication of the 640 nm resonance

PhC nanofiber was same as described in the chapter 4. The design principles

of the phasemask required is explained in the section 2 of chapter 4. Fig-

ure7.4(a) shows the dependency of effective refractive index on the diameter

of the nanofiber for light with wavelength, λ = 640 nm. The estimated phase

mask period, Λp is 513 nm for a ONF with diameter, D = 500 nm. The effect

of the crater formation on the nanofiber was quantified using FDTD simula-

tion method and the re-estimated phasemask pitch is given as, Λp = 540 nm.

The height of the grating slats,hs, was estimated using Eqn.4.1 and given as

426 nm for achieving the destructive interference in transmitted first order.

Using the estimated Λp, hs and assuming a 50% duty cycle (α), a re-estimation

process was carried out using FDTD simulation. Figure 7.4(b),(c) shows the

surface plot of the simulated zeroth order and first order efficiency, respec-

tively. It should be noted that the efficiencies were estimated in comparison

with the total transmitted power (T0 + T+1 + T−1). The colors represent as

shown in the color bar of the corresponding figure. A maximum first order

efficiency of 44 % (94 % into ±1 orders together) was obtained for a duty
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cycle (α) of 0.34 and slat height of 406 nm. The zeroth order efficiency was

estimated to be ∼ 10 %. The diffraction angle, q, for the phasemask was cal-

culated to be 47.8o. Femto-second pulsed laser fabrication system was con-

structed using the phase mask designed. The detailed description of such a

system is given in Chapter 4. The alignment of the laser fabrication system

was carried out according to the procedure described in Chapter 4. Fabrica-

tion of PhC nanofiber which have resonance ∼ 640 nm is undergoing. Such

PhC nanofiber cavities can be used to interface QD with guided photons.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

Fabrication of PhC nanofiber cavities which can enable "strong coupling" be-

tween photons and cesium atoms trapped 200 nm away from the surface

have been demonstrated in this thesis. Realization of such PhC nanofiber

cavity requires fabrication of optical nanofibers (ONF) with high transmis-

sion and uniformity in its waist diameter with desired length of the waist.

Such ONFs were designed and fabricated by adiabatic tapering of optical

fibers using a heat and pull method. For realizing ONFs with long waist, a

linearly increasing hot-zone technique was used. ONFs with transmission

more than 96 % and with 16 mm waist length were realized, repeatably.

Polarization properties of ONF arising due to the asymmetric cross-section

was measured. The asymmetry in the ONF leads to polarization rotation up

to 0.2π/mm for the guided modes. Such birefringent ONFs were obtained

with 60 % probability. Control and manipulation of polarization at the waist

of ONF is important for studying ONF based quantum interfaces and chiral

light matter interactions. ONF based trapping of single atom and probing the

specific excitation of quantum emitter via ONF evanescent field, also requires

precise control of the polarization. Research on ONF fabrication techniques

can be extended to realize ONFs without birefringence. This may help in

realizing control over the polarization at the subwavelength regions of ONF.
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An in situ and non-destructive ONF diameter measurement method, us-

ing a composite photonic crystal cavity technique, was demonstrated to mea-

sure the uniformity in diameter of the ONF. A cavity was formed by mount-

ing a nano-fabricated defect mode grating on an ONF and the diameter infor-

mation was inferred from the resultant cavity resonance, with high precision

of 2 nm and accuracy of 10 nm. The uniformity in diameter in the waist re-

gion of ONF was measured using this method and found to be ± 2 nm over

the length of ∼ 16 mm. This method, in principle, can be used to measure

the transverse dimension of any waveguide with subwavelength cross sec-

tion and a presence of evanescent field outside the waveguide.

Photonic crystal (PhC) nanofiber structure were formed on the uniform

waist region of the optical nanofiber (ONF) using femto-second pulsed laser

ablation technique, combined with a Talbot interferometer. The observed

spectral characteristics show that PhC nanofiber posses strong polarization

dependent reflection. The polarization dependency is attributed to the break-

ing of cylindrical symmetry arises due to the creation of nano-crates on the

shadow side of the ONF.

The measured cavity modes of the PhC nanofiber cavity show finesse

value up to 400 due to the high reflectivity realized by the PhC nanofiber

structures. The low scattering loss achieved leads to high transmission even

for the high finesse cavity modes. Realizing PhC nanofiber structures with

such high reflectivity and low scattering loss are two of the key achievements

of this thesis.

Prospects of cQED using such cavities show promising for realizing fiber-

in-line quantum nodes. A "strong coupling" between photons (flying qbits)

and atoms (stationary qbits), necessary for realizing such quantum nodes,

can be achieved using such PhC nanofiber cavities and cesium atom trapped

200 nm away from the ONF surface. The modes of such cavities enable

“strong coupling” regime of cQED, while maintaining high transmission (upto
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40 %) and high cooperativity (C = 20). Using such cavities 2g0 = 52 MHz can

be achieved, with cavity decay rate (κ up to 52 MHz) which is higher than

the rates reported in Refs. [24, 58, 55].

The diameter of the ONF, used for fabricating PhC nanofiber cavities, can

be optimized for realizing higher transverse confinement, thereby enabling

"strong coupling" between single Cs atom and photons for modes with lower

finesse values. The estimation shows that for Cs atom can be trapped ∼ 150

nm away from the surface of the ONF, using a ONF with diameter ∼ 340 nm

using the side illumination trapping scheme described. This may leads to

increasing the channeling efficiency (η ∼ 12 %) as well as cooperativity. A

higher response rate of the cavity can be achieved in the "strong coupling"

regime of the cavity QED. The femto-second laser fabrication technique can

be extended to realize PhC nanofiber structures on ONFs with lower diame-

ter.

Furthermore, the polarization properties of the PhC nanofiber cavity was

investigated. The multiple mode interference model developed, reproduced

the experimental observations properly. It is understood that the coherent in-

teraction, between the two sets of polarization eigenmodes, arises due to the

intra-cavity polarization mixing. The intra-cavity polarization mixing arises

as a result of the birefringence of the intra-cavity ONF section.

Controlling the amount of birefringence observed in the ONFs may lead

to manipulating the rate of coherent coupling between the polarization eigen

modes. The coupling rate can also be manipulated by precisely controlling

the birefringent axes of both the ONF and the PhC nanofiber. This may open

new ways to manipulate the effective finesse of the cavity there by making a

new tool for cavity QED.
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